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Fit and Ready Horses in Today:

Race Horse List List Date

SA SPR 9 6/2/2021SUMTER2

DM SUM 2 7/7/2021ALEXANDROS4

SA SPR 10 6/9/2021FASHIONABLY FAST8

DM SUM 1 6/30/2021TIGER DAD

1st Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

PRINCE ZIGGY came out of the gate solo, not quick early in 13.0, 25.1, niggled in 37.2, lightly urged while slowing, 

up in 50.1, faster than given, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 104.0, another poor work

07/12/21 51.0 CFT HGSA GradePRINCE ZIGGY

PRINCE ZIGGY looked horrible again this week, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, urged, falling apart in 51.3, pass for sure

07/05/21 51.3 C-FT HSA Grade

PHILOSOPHER'S TONE (C+), SET THE TONE (C+) and PRINCE ZIGGY (C) working together - This trio from 

different barns went together over the training track, SET THE TONE inside, PHILOSOPHER'S TONE between horses 

with PRINCE ZIGGY outside; the threesome passed the 1/4 pole in 24.4, all were urged, PHILOSOPHER'S TONE and 

SET THE TONE pulling clear in 49.3, just ok. PRINCE ZIGGY was no match in 50.1, not good as usual

06/28/21 50.0 CFT HSA Grade

PRINCE ZIGGY wore blinkers for this half-mile drill, opening 1/4 in 23.3., urged through the stretch, doing his best in 

48.2, not particularly impressive.

06/21/21 48.1 C+FT HSA Grade

PRINCE ZIGGY was hard urged in this half-mile training track drill, opening 1/4 in 24.0, hard urged in 47.4, doing his 

absolute best, not as good as it appears on paper

06/14/21 47.4 C+FT HSA Grade

PRINCE ZIGGY was asked for a fast work over the training track, splits of 11.4, 23.1, hard urged, tiring in 48.2, doing 

his absolute best, a so-so work, not as good as it appears on paper

06/07/21 48.2 CFT HSA Grade

PRINCE ZIGGY (C+) working with GOLDEN TREAT (C-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together over 

the training track, PRINCE ZIGGY wearing blinkers inside; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, 

PRINCE ZIGGY pulled four lengths clear while tiring a bit in 50.1, a so-so work. GOLDEN TREAT was urged, no 

match in 51.0, a poor drill.

05/31/21 50.1 C+FT HSA Grade

AVENTAPP (B-) working with PRINCE ZIGGY (C-) - This duo from different barns came out of the gate together, 

both wearing blinkers, AVENTAPP with T. Baze aboard inside; AVENTAPP was asked a bit early to open up 

immediately in 12.2, PRINCE ZIGGY unable to keep up while ridden along in 13.1, AVENTAPP increased her 

advantage in 23.4, 35.3, PRINCE ZIGGY still being asked in 25.0, 37.1, AVENTAPP was lightly urged, well, well 

clear when up in 48.1, much slower than given, a decent work for the $37K RNA three-year-old Tapiture filly, who 

should fit with high priced maiden claimers. PRINCE ZIGGY was urged, badly beaten in 50.2, also much slower than 

given, not good at all once again as the new blinker addition did not help

05/24/21 49.3 C-FT HGSA Grade
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RAYMUNDOS SECRET (B+) working with PRINCE ZIGGY (C-) - This duo of totally mismatched horse from 

different barns hooked in together over the training track, RAYMUNDOS SECRET breaking off from the 5/8 pole, 

opening furlong in 12.2, she was five lengths behind PRINCE ZIGGY, who went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

RAYMUNDOS SECRET collared and passed her workmate passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, PRINCE ZIGGY in 24.3, 

RAYMUNDOS SECRET was not asked a drop, opening up in 100.0, a very good work for the great workhorse, who 

seems to be coming up to a big effort. PRINCE ZIGGY was urged, finishing on the wrong lead in 50.0, pass for sure.

05/17/21 50.0 C-FT HSA GradePRINCE ZIGGY

ABI GEZUNT (B-) working with PRINCE ZIGGY (C) - This team came out of the gate together, ABI GEZUNT 

inside; ABI GEZUNT broke well, PRINCE ZIGGY broke slowly, ABI GEZUNT was clear early in 12.2, 24.0, 

PRINCE ZIGGY in 13.1, 24.3, ABI GEZUNT was waiting on his workmate, a length in front in 36.4, PRINCE ZIGGY 

in 37.0, ABI GEZUNT opened up again when up in 49.1, a decent work for the unraced Bullsbay colt, who seems to 

have some ability. PRINCE ZIGGY was asked, falling back again in 50.0, not impressive.

05/10/21 49.4 CFT HGSA Grade

AFFABLE came out of the gate solo wearing blinkers (new), full of run throughout splits of 22.4, 34.3, lightly asked 

when up in 46.3, a good comeback work for the maiden, who has always worked well and this was no exception. This 

was not listed as a gate work on the original worktab, but he did work out of the gate.

07/17/21 46.2 BFT HGDMR GradeAFFABLE

AFFABLE went off from the 3/4 pole, splits of 37.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.2, asked through the stretch, tiring a bit 

in 114.2, an ok work, though the good working comebacker looked better this this in the a.m. earlier in the year

07/08/21 114.2 B-FT HSA Grade

AFFABLE is always a good workhorse and went well again here, splits of 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, not asked, 

finishing up well in 100.2, final 1/4 in 23.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 113.4, a good work for the expensive, 

comebacking son of Flatter, who has worked better than he has run to this point and should be seen with maidens at Del 

Mar

06/14/21 100.2 BFT HSA Grade

AFFABLE went very easily in this half-mile move, never asked at all in 49.1, final furlong in 12.4, an ok work for the 

comebacker, who has trained better than he has run to this point

06/07/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

AFFABLE went easily in this half-mile comeback move, final time of 49.4, final furlong in 12.2 not a bad work.

05/31/21 49.4 B-FT HSA Grade

RISK AND REWARD (B) working with (BUSINESS DECISION) (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their gate work, 

(BUSINESS DECISION) inside; RISK AND REWARD broke best, they were together soon after, splits of 12.2, 24.3, 

36.1, (BUSINESS DECISION) was lightly asked and tapped once passing the 1/4 pole in 48.0, RISK AND REWARD 

pulled 3/4 length in front in 100.1, (BUSINESS DECISION) lightly urged, up in 100.2, an ok work for the unraced 

three-year-old $700K Not this Time colt, who needs to do a bit better. RISK AND REWARD appeared to go all the 

way to the wire in 112.4, a nice work for the once raced, comebacking Frosted colt, who seems improved this time 

around.

07/07/21 100.1 BFT HGSA GradeRISK AND REWARD

(BUSINESS DECISION) (B-) working with RISK AND REWARD (B-) - This team of three-year-old maidens went 

together from the 1/2 mile pole, in their first local work, (BUSINESS DECISION) wearing blinkers inside; The pair 

went off in 12.1, 24.1, crossing midstretch in 36.0, (BUSINESS DECISION) was lightly niggled, RISK AND 

REWARD not asked, up at the wire in 47.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole, (BUSINESS DECISION) lightly 

tapped a few times in 100.4, a decent work for both. (BUSINESS DECISION) is an unraced $700K Not This Time colt, 

RISK AND REWARD is a one race comebacking son of Frosted, both should be seen at Del Mar.

06/30/21 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade
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BOBBY BO went off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.1, he got caught up in a separate working Cerin 

threesome ahead of one and behind two others, passing the 3/8 pole in 24.2, he came inside the front duo passing the 

1/4 pole in 36.1, not asked in the stretch, crossing the wire in 100.2, lightly asked down to the 7/8 pole in 113.0, still 

being niggled along to the 3/4 pole in 126.2, a good fitness work

07/19/21 100.2 BFT HDMR GradeBOBBY BO

BOBBY BO went six furlongs, we had him from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, not 

asked crossing the wire in 47.3, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 100.3, a good work. We cannot verify the Official 

time.

07/12/21 112.1 BFT HSA Grade

BOBBY BO went further and slower than given in this six furlong work, going off from the 5/8 pole, fractions of 12.2, 

24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, not asked crossing the wire in 101.2, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 114.0, a 

decent work.

07/05/21 100.4 B-FT HSA Grade

BOBBY BO went well in this five furlong work, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, lightly niggled, responding well in 59.3, a 

good work.

06/28/21 59.2 BFT HSA Grade

BOBBY BO went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole in this good work, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, not asked 

crossing the wire in 47.3, (23.2, middle 1/4) lightly niggled down to the 7/8 pole in 59.4, galloping out down to the 3/4 

pole in 114.0, a good work for the once raced maiden, who seems sure to improve off the respite.

06/21/21 59.4 BFT HSA Grade

BOBBY BO went very easily in his first work in two months, going off from the 3/8 pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2, 

crossing midstretch in 25.0, not asked at all in 37.1, galloping out to the 7/8 pole in 50.0, an easy first three furlong 

work in a while

06/14/21 37.1 B-FT HSA Grade

2nd Race 5½ Furlongs Dirt

SUMTER (B), HYPNOTIZE (B-) and MAN AMONG MEN (C+) working together - This trio went off three across the 

track from the 5/8 pole, HYPNOTIZE inside, MAN AMONG MEN between horses with SUMTER outside; 

HYPNOTIZE was just in front of MAN AMONG MEN as the rider guided SUMTER off the pace, splits of 13.0, 25.3, 

37.4 for HYPNOTIZE and MAN AMONG MEN, 13.2, 26.0, and 38.1 passing the 1/4 pole for SUMTER, who cruised 

up to his workmates in the stretch, seemingly able to go by while on a big hold to the wire, up in 102.3, a good work, 

the unraced two-year-old War Front colt is a good prospect who should be at his best when he gets to go long. 

HYPNOTIZE crossed the wire in 102.3, then was not asked down to the 7/8 pole in 115.1, MAN AMONG MEN 

lightly urged to keep up, the duo galloping out to the 3/4 pole in 129.1, decent for HYPNOTIZE, so-so for MAN 

AMONG MEN

07/18/21 102.3 BFT HDMR GradeSUMTER

SUMTER (B) working with WICKED (B-) - This team of two-year-olds came out of the gate together, SUMTER 

inside; SUMTER broke like a shot to lead at once, 1 1/2 lengths in front in 12.1, 24.2, WICKED ridden to stay close in 

12.2, 24.3, SUMTER was waiting on his workmate to move closer in 36.0, then was under a big hold, easily best when 

up in 48.3, a good work for the War Front homebred, who should be very tough at first asking. WICKED was lightly 

urged to stay close, second best, an ok work.

07/11/21 48.1 BFT HGSA Grade

SUMTER (B) working with INFINITE EMPIRE (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, INFINITE EMPIRE starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.4, INFINITE EMPIRE came off the rail letting SUMTER through, who got a length in front crossing 

midstretch, then waited on his workmate, who was lightly asked, to get back even to the wire, 47.1 for SUMTER (23.2 

quarter), 47.3 for INFINITE EMPIRE< who was up there, SUMTER was lightly niggled down to the 7/8 pole, getting a 

length in front of his galloping out workmate in 100.1, a good work for the War Front homebred, who seems like a 

quality sort. INFINITE EMPIRE galloped out in 100.4, not bad, but second best to his talented workmate

07/05/21 100.1 BFT HSA Grade
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SUMTER (B-) working with HYPNOTIZE (C+) - This team of babies went five furlongs together, HYPNOTIZE 

inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 36.1, SUMPER not asked, pulling a length clear in 101.0, a decent work. 

HYPNOTIZE was urged, falling back in 101.1, just ok this week.

06/28/21 101.0 B-FT HSA GradeSUMTER

SUMTER (B-) working with ALWAYS LITT (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went five furlongs together, 

opening 3/8 in 36.4, SUMTER appeared best, not asked in 101.1, a decent work. ALWAYS LITT was lightly urged, 

second best, just ok this week.

06/21/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

LAFORGIA (B-) working with SUMTER (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, SUMTER inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.1, neither asked to the wire in 48.2, LAFORGIA up there, a 

decent work. SUMTER continued solo to the 7/8 pole, not asked in 101.1, a decent work as well.

06/13/21 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

HYPNOTIZE (B-) working with SUMTER (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

HYPNOTIZE inside; SUMTER broke better and proved quicker early then his workmate, a length up in 12.1, 

HYPNOTIZE in 12.2, SUMTER was 1 1/2 lengths up in 23.3, HYPNOTIZE in 23.4, SUMTER was 1/2 length up in 

35.1, HYPNOTIZE in 35.2, they were both hand ridden when together passing the 1/4 pole in 47.1, SUMTER up there, 

certainly decent for the War Front homebred. HYPNOTIZE was asked along and shown the whip, up at the 1/8 pole in 

100.0, galloping out to the wire in 115.3, a decent work for the homebred Ghostzapper filly.

06/06/21 47.2 B-FT HGSA Grade

SUMTER (B) working with ABOVE SUSPICION (C+) - This team of two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

SUMTER inside; ABOVE SUSPICION broke well, SUMTER a bit slowly, SUMTER moved up to get 1/2 length in 

front in 12.2, then a length up in 24.0, ABOVE SUSPICION in 24.1, SUMTER was 1/2 length in front in 36.0, 

ABOVE SUSPICION ridden along to stay close, SUMTER then pulled clear while not asked when up at the 1/4 pole in 

48.2, a couple of ticks slower than given, but a good work for the homebred War Front colt, who seems a nice sort. 

ABOVE SUSPICION was ridden along, unable to keep up in 49.0, a so-so work for the $210K daughter of Honor 

Code, who needs to do better.

05/29/21 48.0 BFT HGSA Grade

SUMTER went easily in this half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 25.2, never asked in 50.2, a decent work for the two-year-

old.

05/22/21 50.2 B-FT HSA Grade

SUMTER (B-), CLUBHOUSE SAINT (C+) and STARS OF BLUEGRASS (C) working together - This trio from 

different barns came out of the gate together, CLUBHOUSE SAINT inside, STARS OF BLUEGRASS between horses 

with SUMTER outside; CLUBHOUSE SAINT and STARS OF BLUEGRASS outbroke SUMTER to lead in 12.2, 

24.0,  SUMTER In 12.3, 24.1, SUMTER was going best when up in 36.0, a decent work. CLUBHOUSE SAINT and 

STARS OF BLUEGRASS were niggled along in 48.4, CLUBHOUSE SAINT was urged, getting a length in front in 

101.2, a so-so work. STARS OF BLUEGRASS was urged, falling back in 101.3, not impressive.

05/15/21 36.0 B-FT HGSA Grade

HONOR IT (B), HYPNOTIZE (B-) and SUMTER (C-) working together - This trio of unraced homebred two-year-olds 

came out of the gate together, HYPNOTIZE inside, HONOR IT between horses with SUMTER outside; HONOR IT 

and HYPNOTIZE broke well, SUMTER broke slowly, the top pair leading in 12.2, 23.3, SUMPTER in 13.0, 24.1, 

HONOR IT was not asked, pulling a length clear when up in 35.3, a good work for the Tapit - With Honors filly, who 

can run. HYPNOTIZE fell a length back in 35.4, a decent work for the Ghostzapper filly SUMTER was urged, falling 

far, far back in 37.3, a poor drill for the War Front colt.

05/08/21 37.3 C-FT HGSA Grade

SUMTER went easily in this three furlong move, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2, crossing midstretch in 24.4, not asked to 

the wire in 37.2, an ok work for the unraced two-year-old homebred War Front colt, who seems worth following

05/02/21 37.2 B-FT HSA Grade
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DRINK THE WIND (B+), BICAMERAL (B-) and BIG SWEDE (C+) working together - This trio of unraced two-year-

olds from different barns came out of the gate together, BICAMERAL  had Gutierrez up, DRINK THE WIND wore a 

Figure 8 and was washed out, but showed exceptional speed to lead at once, clear in 22.2, 34.1, BICAMERAL chasing 

in 22.4, 34.4, BIG SWEDE asked but unable to keep up early in 23.1, 35.3, DRINK THE WIND was lightly urged, well 

clear when up in 46.1, a very sharp work for the More than Ready homebred colt, who looks extremely fast, tab for 

sure. BICAMERAL was lightly asked, no match for DRINK THE WIND in 47.2, still a decent work for the $120K 

RNA Constitution filly, who seems a talented sort. BIG SWEDE was lightly asked, third best in 48.1, a so-so work as 

the $5K Mr. Big colt was badly overmatched by his workmates.

07/19/21 46.1 B+FT HGDMR GradeDRINK THE WIND

KATONAH (C) working with REDLINE (C-) - This team came out of the gate together during a very busy time, the 

pair were not quick, splits of 24.4, 37.1, 50.0, 103.1, both asked, KATONAH appearing best in 116.2, not impressive. 

REDLINE was second best, a terrible drill.

07/17/21 116.0 CFT HGDMR GradeKATONAH

BEACHGRASS (C+) working with KATONAH (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-olds were never doing much in 

their half-mile work, neither asked much in 51.0, hard to make much of this. BEACHGRASS is a $50K Bal A Bali 

filly, KATONAH a $65K Klimt colt, we will follow as they get more serious.

07/13/21 51.1 C+FT HDMR Grade

THE CHOSEN VRON (B), KATONAH (C+) and FALCON EX (C-) working together - This trio from different barns 

hooked in together, we picked them up at the 1/2 mile pole, THE CHOSEN VRON was far off the rail, six lengths in 

front of KATONAH, who was a length in front of FALCON EX; KATONAH went by to take a length lead in 12.1, 

FALCON EX in 12.1 inside of THE CHOSEN VRON in 13.2, FALCON EX got even passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, 

KATONAH in 24.4, THE CHOSEN VRON biding his time in 26.0, THE CHOSEN VRON was never asked, running 

right on by his workmates, opening up to the wire in 50.2, much faster than given, a good work KATONAH was lightly 

urged, no match in 50.3, so-so at best. FALCON EX was urged, stopping badly, well beaten in 52.0, a poor drill. We 

cannot verify the Official times for KATONAH and FALCON EX as we didn’t see them break off.

07/03/21 102.0 C+FT HSA Grade

KATONAH went faster than given, but got tired in this solo half-mile gate work, breaking well then asked fairly hard 

to show speed in 12.0, niggled along in 23.2, lightly urged in 35.2, urged while slowing, up at the 1/4 pole in 48.2, 

failing to switch leads and receiving a whip on the gallop out to midstretch in 103.1, just ok for the unraced $65K Klimt 

two-year-old colt, who has plenty of gas, but his stick is questionable

06/26/21 49.0 C+FT HGSA Grade

KATONAH (B-) working with FALCON EX (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-old colts came out of the gate 

together, KATONAH inside; Both horses were a bit slow into stride, KATONAH getting a length in front in 12.1, 1 1/2 

in front in 24.1, and two lengths clear in 36.1, FALCON EX chasing in 12.2, 24.2, 36.3, both horses were niggled 

around the far turn, KATONAH three lengths in front when up in 48.3, galloping out to midstretch in 102.4, a decent 

work for the $65K Klimt colt, who seems to have some ability. FALCON EX was no match, three lengths back in 49.1, 

well back on the gallop out in 104.0, a so-so work for the $11K son of Exaggerator, who looks like a modest sort.

06/19/21 48.4 B-FT HGSA Grade

EDA (B) working with CARBONITE (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, CARBONITE wearing blinkers 

(new) inside; EDA outbroke her workmate to be quicker early, then waited for him as they got together, showing high 

speed, splits of 22.2, 34.0, passing the 3/4 pole in 46.0, both slowing a bit, EDA two lengths in front in 59.2, a good 

work. CARBONITE was lightly urged, falling back in 59.4, an ok work.

07/18/21 100.0 B-FT HGDMR GradeCARBONITE
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CENSORSHIP (B) working with CARBONITE (B-) - This team of two-year-olds went a half-mile together, 

CARBONITE starting a length in front; CENSORSHIP got closer right away in 11.3, even passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, 

CARBONITE In 11.4, 23.3, they were even crossing midstretch, 35.1 for CENSORSHIP, 35.2 for CARBONITE, 

CENSORSHIP edged 1/2 length clear while never asked, in 47.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.3, a good 

work for the once raced daughter of Tonalist, who seems likely to improve. CARBONITE was 1/2 length back in 47.2, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, a decent work. We are not sure why the Official Clockers gave them the 

same time?

07/10/21 47.2 B-FT HSA GradeCARBONITE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MESSIER (B) working with CARBONITE (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

CARBONITE inside of MESSIER, who wore blinkers; The pair showed good speed, splits of 12.0, 23.2, 34.4, 

MESSIER was 1/2 length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 47.1, CARBONITE lightly urged at that point MESSIER was 

definitely best, 3/4 length in front when up in 100.1, galloping out well in front, a good work for the $470K Empire 

Maker colt, who looks like a talented sort. CARBONITE was tapped into the lane, then second best, 3/4 length back in 

100.1, falling further back on the gallop out, ok for the $560K Union Rags ridgling

06/17/21 100.1 B-FT HGSA GradeCARBONITE

CARBONITE (B-) working with MESSIER (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

CARBONITE inside; CARBONITE outbroke MESSIER, they get together right away, fractions of 12.3, 24.0, 35.4, 

neither asked in 48.1, slower than given, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 101.4, a decent work for both despite being 

slower than given

06/10/21 47.2 B-FT HGSA Grade

CARBONITE (B-) working with MESSIER (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, CARBONITE inside; The pair turned in even splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, neither asked, a decent work for 

both. CARBONITE is a $560K Union Rags colt, MESSIER a $470K son of Empire Maker, both are worth following

06/03/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

CARBONITE (B-) working with MESSIER (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went a half-mile together from 

the 3/8 pole, both wearing blinkers, CARBONITE inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.4, crossing midstretch in 

25.2, passing the wire in 37.4, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 49.4, a decent work for both. CARBONITE is a 

$560K Union Rags colt, MESSIE a $470K son of Empire Maker, we will follow both as they progress.

05/27/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

CLAMPETT had T. Baze up for this half-mile maintenance spin, well off the rail going off in 13.0, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 25.4, crossing midstretch in 38.4, never asked, finishing well outside the separate working GIT ON YOUR PULPIT, 

who was asked along the rail to get even, up in 51.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.4, a leg stretcher for the 

once raced Flatter colt, who will be seen at Del Mar.

07/08/21 51.1 MFT HSA GradeCLAMPETT

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLAMPETT (B-) working with IRONIC TWIST (B-) - This team went fairly easily in their three furlong move, neither 

asked in 37.1, an ok work for both, we will follow as they progress.

06/21/21 36.4 B-FT HSA GradeCLAMPETT

MURRAY (B) working with BAROSSA (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went faster and further than given 

in their six furlong gate work, both wearing blinkers, BAROSSA inside; BAROSSA was a bit quicker early, 1/2 length 

in front through splits of 23.0, 34.3, they were together in 46.2, BAROSSA was tapped as they were close in 58.4, 

MURRAY was hand ridden, pulling a length clear in 112.1, tiring a bit, but best, a good work for the Street Sense colt, 

who should be seen soon and moves like more distance will be to his benefit. BAROSSA was hand ridden, falling a 

length back late in 112.2, decent, but second best for the son of Into Mischief

07/18/21 100.1 BFT HGDMR GradeMURRAY

MURRAY (B-) working with PINEHURST (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

PINEHURST inside; The pair broke fine, fractions of 12.2, 23.3, 35.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.1, both lightly urged 

up in 100.0, certainly a decent work for both, who should be seen early at the Del Mar meet.

07/09/21 100.0 B-FT HGSA Grade
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MURRAY (B) working with KENDALL SQUARE (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate 

together, KENDALL SQUARE inside; The pair broke ok, fractions of 12.3, 24.1, 35.4, MURRAY opened up around 

the far turn, three lengths in front passing the 1/4 pole in 47.2, KENDALL SQUARE was urged, left back in 48.0, up 

there, just ok. MURRAY continued solo to midstretch in 100.1, a good work for the $300K Street Sense colt, who 

should be very tough early at the Del Mar meet

07/02/21 100.1 BFT HGSA GradeMURRAY

MURRAY (B-) working with FLYING DRUMMER (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-old colts came out of the 

gate together, we missed the opening 1/4 of this work, we picked them up at the 1/2 mile pole, MURRAY was best late, 

not asked in 24.0, a decent work for the $300K Street Sense colt. FLYING DRUMMER was urged, falling a length 

back in 24.1, a so-so work for the $850K Gun Runner

06/26/21 49.3 B-FT HGSA Grade

MURRAY (B-) working with FLYING DRUMMER (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, MURRAY 

inside; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.4, crossing midstretch in 36.4, MURRAY was going easier late in 48.3, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, a decent work for the $300K Street Sense colt. FLYING DRUMMER was hand 

ridden, a head back at the wire, second best in 48.3, just ok for the $850K Gun Runner colt

06/20/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

MURRAY (B-) working with (SALAMERA) (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together in this half-mile 

move, MURRAY inside; The pair went off in 25.0, neither asked in 49.4, a decent work for both. MURRAY is a 

$300K Street Sense colt, (SALAMERA) is a $850K son of Gun Runner, we will follow as they progress.

06/13/21 49.4 B-FT HSA Grade

FLYING DRUMMER (B-) working with MURRAY (B-) - This team of babies went easily in this three furlong move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, not asked in 36.3, ok for both who should be follo

06/06/21 36.3 B-FT HSA Grade

MURRAY (B) working with BAROSSA (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went faster and further than given 

in their six furlong gate work, both wearing blinkers, BAROSSA inside; BAROSSA was a bit quicker early, 1/2 length 

in front through splits of 23.0, 34.3, they were together in 46.2, BAROSSA was tapped as they were close in 58.4, 

MURRAY was hand ridden, pulling a length clear in 112.1, tiring a bit, but best, a good work for the Street Sense colt, 

who should be seen soon and moves like more distance will be to his benefit. BAROSSA was hand ridden, falling a 

length back late in 112.2, decent, but second best for the son of Into Mischief

07/18/21 100.1 B-FT HGDMR GradeBAROSSA

BAROSSA (B-) working with BENEDICT CANYON (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds wore blinkers for their 

five furlong gate work, BAROSSA inside; BENEDICT CANYON was quicker to lead early, then was 1/2 length up in 

12.2, they were together in 24.0, 35.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.4, both were very lightly tapped into the stretch, 

finsihing up without urging in 100.4, up there, BENEDICT CANYON galloping out a 1/2 length in front to the wire in 

115.1, a decent work for both. BAROSSA is a $775K Into Mischief colt, BENEDICT CANYON a $215K Midnight 

Lute filly, both should be seen at Del Mar.

07/11/21 100.4 B-FT HGSA Grade

LEADING SCORE (B) working with BAROSSA (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, LEADING SCORE< 

not wearing his usual blinkers inside of BAROSSA, who wore blinkers (he hadn't previously); LEADING SCORE 

outbroke his mate, 1/2 length up in 12.3, 24.1, 35.3, LEADING SCORE was urged and tapped to pull a length clear 

passing the 1/4 pole in 47.3, BAROSSA mostly up there in 47.4, LEADING SCORE was urged and whipped a few 

times, responding well, up at the 1/8 pole in 59.3 a couple of ticks slower than given, falling back on his wrong lead 

galloping out to the wire in 113.2, a good work. BAROSSA was very lightly asked while mostly galloping out to 

midstretch in 101.1, still faster than given, and not bad considering this is an unraced two-year-old working with an 

established older horse.

07/01/21 101.3 B-FT HGSA Grade

BAROSSA (B-) working with PINEHURST (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, PINEHURST wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off easily in 13.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.2, crossing 

midstretch in 37.4, not asked in 50.0, galloping out slowly down to the 7/8 pole in 104.1, an ok work as neither horse 

was serious. PINEHURST is a $385K son of Twirling Candy, BAROSSA a $775K Into Mischief colt, we will follow 

as they get more serious.

06/19/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade
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BAROSSA (C+) working with PINEHURST (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went much, much, much 

slower than given in this three furlong work, PINEHURST wearing blinkers inside; The pair were chasing a separate 

working Ruis trainee, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.4, crossing midstretch in 25.4, not asked in 39.0, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 52.2, hard to make anything of this. Pinehurst is a $385K Twirling Candy colt, BAROSSA is a $775K 

son of Into Mischief. We have no idea where the Official Clockers got this time from?

06/13/21 36.1 C+FT HSA GradeBAROSSA

3rd Race 5 Furlongs Turf

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

LEGALLY REDDY (B-) working with LOVESICK BLUES (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, 

LOVESICK BLUES, wearing a Figure 8, breaking off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.2, 'BLUES was one 

length behind LEGALLY REDDY on the inside as LEGALLY REDDY broke off one length in front on the outside 

from the 1/2 mile pole; LOVESICK BLUES made up the length to finish a head back at the wire, not asked in 101.1, a 

decent work. LEGALLY REDDY was not asked in 49.0, a decent work for the unraced two-year-old.

06/27/21 101.1 B-FT HSA GradeLOVESICK BLUES

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GATES OF HEAVEN was niggled late in this five furlong work, we had the final 1/4 of the work in 24.3, an ok work.

07/10/21 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeGATES OF HEAVEN

GATES OF HEAVEN went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 3/8 of this work, tapped lightly once passing the 1/4 

pole in 12.2, hand ridden to deep stretch then urged and tapped to the wire in 36.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole 

in 50.4, an ok work, but made to do it. We cannot verify the Official time.

07/04/21 102.1 B-FT HSA Grade

GATES OF HEAVEN looked just ok in this five furlong work, we had the final 3/8 of the work, lightly tapped a couple 

of times, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2, lightly tapped while lightly urged in the stretch, up in 37.0, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 51.3, just ok this week. We cannot verify the Official time

06/28/21 102.3 C+FT HSA Grade

CIBERTRUCK went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, taken well off the rail in the stretch, urged 

fairly hard, up at the wire in 48.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.3, just ok considering how hard he was 

urged to do this

07/19/21 48.2 C+FT HDMR GradeCIBERTRUCK

CIBERTRUCK went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 1/2 of this work in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, urged 

and tapped along through the stretch, up in 49.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.2, just ok as he was made to 

do it We cannot verify the Official time

07/12/21 102.4 C+FT HSA Grade

CIBERTRUCK went decently in this half-mile work, lightly urged, but responding in 49.2, final furlong in 12.0, a 

decent work for the Cal-bred gelding

07/05/21 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

CIBERTRUCK went five furlongs over the training track, we had the final 1/4 of this drill in 24.2, hard urged to finish, 

doing his best, not visually impressive. We cannot verify the Official time.

06/28/21 102.3 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CIBERTRUCK (C+) working with CELESTIAL TIMES (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

CELESTIAL TIMES inside; The pair went off in 12.4, 24.4, 36.3, they were together to deep stretch, CIBERTRUCK 

was urged to pull two lengths clear in 101.4, just ok. CELESTIAL TIMES was not asked, seemingly content to let 

CIBERTRUCK get in front, so-so as well.

05/31/21 101.3 C+FT HSA GradeCIBERTRUCK
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APPRECIATED (B-) working with ASHLEY'S VALENTINE (C+)  - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

ASHLEY'S VALENTINE was outside the separate, further working team of DOGTAG and WHISTLEBLOWER, 

starting one length in front of APPRECIATED; The pair were outrun early by that team while maintaining their 

positions in 12.1, they were even passing the 1/4 pole, APPRECIATED in 23.4, ASHLEY'S VALENTINE in 24.0, 

APPRECIATED edged away from his workmate in the stretch, both going by the tiring WHISTLBLOWER, 

APPRECIATED finishing two lengths behind DOGTAG in 48.0, a decent work. ASHLEY'S VALENTINE was 

niggled, dropping a length back of APPRECIATED in 48.2, just ok for the Cal-bred three-year-old gelding.

07/19/21 48.3 C+FT HDMR GradeASHLEY'S VALENTINE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GATOR SHINING went easily in this half-mile training track move, splits of 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, not 

asked in the stretch, up in 48.4, a decent move

05/17/21 48.2 B-FT HSA GradeGATOR SHINING

HOT BOX went very easily in this half-mile maintenance spin with Hannah Leahey up, going off in 12.3, 24.2, Leahey 

let her coast the entire stretch, in a high gallop late, final time of 50.1, able to go faster with even slight encouragement, 

just a leg stretcher for the Cal-bred turf sprinter

06/27/21 50.2 MFT HSA GradeHOT BOX

HOT BOX looked so-so this week, going off in 12.2. lightly asked in 50.1, not overly impressive, but the Cal-bred is 

far more effective on grass, so this likely doesn’t mean a lot

05/16/21 50.1 C+FT HSA Grade

CARPE DONUM wore a Figure 8 and was washy on the neck in this half-mile maintenance spin, going off in 12.3, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, crossing midstretch in 38.1, not asked to the wire in 51.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 105.4, just a leg stretcher

07/09/21 51.0 MFT HSA GradeCARPE DONUM

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CARPE DONUM looked poor with Gonzalez up in this three furlong work, wearing a Figure 8 and very washy on the 

neck, passing the 1/4 pole in 13.3, tapped along into the stretch, crossing midstretch in 26.3, still being tapped and 

asked to the wire in 38.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 52.2, not good at all

06/20/21 38.1 CFT HSA GradeCARPE DONUM

CARPE DONUM (B-) working with LAUREL CANYON (B-) - This team wore blinkers and Figure 8's for their half-

mile gate work, CARPE DONUM inside; The pair broke well, showing speed in 12.1, 23.2, 35.1, both hand ridden, up 

in 47.4, ok for both, who were made to do it.

06/13/21 47.4 B-FT HGSA Grade

SAMURAI CHARM (B-) working with CARPE DONUM (C+) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

SAMURAI CHARM inside; The pair went off in 24.0, 36.2, SAMURAI CHARM was not asked, best of the duo in 

101.3, an ok work. CARPE DONUM was urged to stay together, not overly impressive.

06/06/21 101.3 C+FT HSA Grade

CARPE DONUM (C+) working with SAMURAI CHARM (C+) - This team ore blinkers and Figure 8's for their five 

furlong work, CARPE DONUM inside of SAMURAI CHARM, who had Ricky Gonzalez aboard; The pair went off in 

12.1, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, both horses were hard urged, SAMURAI CHARM getting 1/2 length in front at 

the wire in 101.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.3, a so-so work for both as they were ding their best.

05/30/21 101.1 C+FT HSA Grade

BENCH JUDGE (B-) working with CARPE DONUM (B-) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

BENCH JUDGE starting one length in front of CARPE DONUM, who wore blinkers with Ricky Gonzalez aboard; The 

pair maintained their positions in 12.1, 24, 360, CARPE DONUM already being lightly tapped, both horses were asked 

fairly hard the final furlong, finishing together, 100.2 for CARPE DONUM, 100.3 for BENCH JUDGE, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole, 114.0 for CARPE DONUM, 114.1 for BENCH JUDGE, ok for both.

05/23/21 100.2 B-FT HSA Grade
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CARPE DONUM wore a Figure 8 for this five furlong maintenance spin, opening 3/8 in 37.0, not asked in 102.1, just a 

leg stretcher

05/08/21 102.1 MFT HSA GradeCARPE DONUM

CARPE DONUM went a full second slower than given in this half-mile work, wearing a Figure 8, splits of 12.1, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, slowing crossing midstretch in 37.1, niggled to the wire, little left late in 50.1, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.4, hard to like this work

05/02/21 49.1 CFT HSA Grade

4th Race 6 Furlongs Dirt

LIAM'S PRIDE went off from the 1/2 mile pole in this maintenance spin,, going off in 24.3, not asked in 49.4, just a leg 

stretcher

07/10/21 49.4 MFT HSA GradeLIAM'S PRIDE

LIAM'S PRIDE (B-) working with WIPE THE SLATE (B-) - This team went a half-mile from the 3/8 pole, WIPE THE 

SLATE starting two lengths in front; LIAM'S PRIDE made up a length early in 12.3, WIPE THE SLATE in 12.4, 

LIAM'S PRIDE was 1/2 length back crossing midstretch in 24.4, WIPE THE SLATE in 25.1, neither were asked, 

LIAM'S PRIDE still 1/2 length back crossing the wire in 37.1, WIPE THE SLATE In 37.3, they continued down to the 

7/8 pole, LIAM'S PRIDE never getting by his workmate, 1/2 length back in 49.4, a decent work, WIPE THE SLATE 

was never asked, a bit best in 50.1, a decent work for him.

07/04/21 37.2 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

LIAM'S PRIDE (B-) working with WIPE THE SLATE (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their five furlong gate work, 

WIPE THE SLATE inside; LIAM'S PRIDE outbroke his workmate to lead early in 12.3, WIPE THE SLATE In 12.4, 

they got even in 24.0, 35.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.3, both horses were lightly urged, together when up in 100.1, 

galloping out to the wire in 114.1, a decent work for both

06/12/21 100.0 B-FT HGSA GradeLIAM'S PRIDE

WIPE THE SLATE (B+) working with LIAM'S PRIDE (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, WIPE THE 

SLATE inside; The pair were close early in 12.1, WIPE THE SLATE inched a length clear in 23.4, LIAM'S PRIDE in 

24.0, WIPE THE SLATE was 1/2 length in front in 344, both were tapped coming to the 1/4 pole, WIPE THE SLATE 

a length up in 46.3, LIAM'S PRIDE in 46.4, WIPE THE SLATE opened up into the stretch, well clear in 58.4, a very 

good work, tab for an improved effort. LIAM'S PRIDE was late switching leads, dropping back in 100.0, a decent 

work, but no match for his sharp workmate

06/05/21 100.0 B-FT HGSA Grade

HOT ROD CHARLIE (B) working with LIAM'S PRIDE (B-) - This team went together before the first race from the 

5/8 pole, LIAM'S PRIDE, with Amir Cedeno up, starting two lengths in front of HOT ROD CHARLIE, who wore 

blinkers with Prat aboard; HOT ROD CHARLIE made up a length early in 12.0, 24.0, 1/2 length back passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.1, LIAM'S PRIDE in 12.1, 24.1, 36.3, HOT ROD CHARLIE was niggled in the stretch, pulling two lengths 

clear at the wire in 100.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 113.4, niggled to the 3/4 pole in 127.1, up a full mile in 

142.1, a good work up to the Belmont Stakes. LIAM'S PRIDE was not asked, falling back in 101.2, galloping out 

behind his workmate down to the 7/8 pole in 115.4, a decent work.

05/28/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

HOT ROD CHARLIE (B-) working with LIAM'S PRIDE (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, LIAM'S 

PRIDE starting two lengths in front of HOT ROD CHARLIE, who wore blinkers and had Prat up; The pair maintained 

their positions in 12.2, 24.4, HOT ROD CHARLIE moved within a length passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, LIAM'S PRIDE 

In 37.1, HOT ROD CHARLIE was lightly urged in the stretch, pulling a length clear in 101.1, continuing down to the 

7/8 pole in 114.3, galloping out down to the 3/4 pole in 129.1, a decent work, but nothing great. LIAM'S PRIDE was 

lightly asked, falling back in 101.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.1, just ok.

05/22/21 102.1 C+FT HSA Grade
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This team went together from the 5/8 pole, LIAM'S PRIDE starting1 1/2 lengths in front of JIMMY IRISH, who wore 

blinkers; LIAM'S PRIDE extended the margin early in 12.4, JIMMY IRISH in 13.0, they got back to how they started 

in 25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.4, JIMMY IRISH was not asked till the final strides, lightly urged to get even in 

102.0, then continuing solo down to the 7/8 pole under urging in 114.3, an ok work for the No. Calif invader. LIAM'S 

PRIDE was never asked, up at the wire in 102.1, a decent work. Both horses went a couple of ticks slower than given

05/15/21 101.4 B-FT HSA GradeLIAM'S PRIDE

JIMMY IRISH (B-) working with LIAM'S PRIDE (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, LIAM'S 

PRIDE starting a length in front; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole, 24.2 for JIMMY IRISH, 24.3 for LIAM'S 

PRIDE, neither were asked in the stretch, finsihing together, 48.3 for JIMMY IRISH, 48.4 for LIAM'S PRIDE< a 

decent work for both.

05/08/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

I GOT NO MUNNY (B-) working with MAJOR CABBIE (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, I 

GOT NO MUNNY going off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.4, he was two lengths in front of MAJOR 

CABBIE, who wore a Figure 8 breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole; Neither horse was asked, MAJOR CABBIE got 

even in the stretch, up in 49.0, not asked, a decent move. I GOT NO MUNNY was never asked in 102.1, a decent move 

as well.

07/09/21 49.0 B-FT HSA GradeMAJOR CABBIE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAJOR CABBIE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, wearing a Figure 8, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, not asked in 49.1 a 

decent work for the veteran gelding, who will be realistically spotted at Del Mar

06/19/21 49.2 B-FT HSA GradeMAJOR CABBIE

COLOSI went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, going off easily, splits of 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, lightly 

urged crossing deep stretch, going by the wire in 48.2, well off the rail going while hand ridden down to the 7/8 pole in 

100.0, ( final 3/8 of this work in 35.0), galloping out himself down to the 3/4 pole in 112.3, up at the 5/8 pole in 126.4, 

hard to know this work

07/16/21 100.0 BFT HDMR GradeCOLOSI

COLOSI was not asked in this five furlong move, we had the final 1/4 in 23.3, a good work. We cannot verify the 

Official time, but we think he went faster than given

07/09/21 102.1 BFT HSA Grade

COLOSI went decently as always in this half-mile move, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3. not asked in 48.4, a decent work

07/03/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

ALEXANDROS wore a Figure 8 and had Gonzalez aboard for this sharp 1/2 mile training track work, going off in 

11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.0, not asked at all, up at the wire in 47.0, a really good work for the Kentucky invader, 

who has really impressed up to his local debut.

07/10/21 46.4 B+FT HSA GradeALEXANDROS

ALEXANDROS had Gonzalez aboard for this extra sharp half-mile spin, going off in 12.3, 24.3, absolutely full of run 

late, final time of 47.4, final 1/4 in 23.1, an excellent work for the Churchill Downs invader, who could not be doing 

any better, tab for a big effort at Del Mar as part of the "Ship and Win" program

07/03/21 48.0 B+FT HSA Grade

CALIFORNIA STREET went off from the 5/8 pole, going off in 23.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, urged along, 

making a lot of noise in 100.1, ok timewise, but the noise is new and of concern

07/10/21 100.0 C+FT HSA GradeCALIFORNIA STREET

CALIFORNIA STREET worked early in the a.m., splits of 12.0, 24.0, lightly niggled in the stretch, striding out well to 

the wire, final time of 47.4, a good work, the gelding has looked much better of late.

07/03/21 47.3 BFT HSA Grade
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CALIFORNIA STREET looked better this week, going off in 12.1, not asked in 47.4, a good and much improved work 

for the mid-level claimer, who is best around one turn and needs pace in front of him

06/20/21 47.4 BFT HSA GradeCALIFORNIA STREET

5th Race 1 Mile Turf

UNBREAKABLE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, not asked in 48.4, a decent spin

07/18/21 48.4 B-FT HDMR GradeUNBREAKABLE

UNBREAKABLE (B-) working with BELLA D (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

UNBREAKABLE starting two lengths in front; UNBREAKABLE increased her advantage in 12.1, 24.1, BELLA D in 

12.2, 24.2, UNBREAKABLE was waiting on her workmate in the stretch, finsihing the same two lengths in front she 

started in 48.2, a decent work. BELLA D was hand ridden to get back to how she started in 48.2, second bes,t just ok 

for the Cal-bred femme this week

07/07/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

UNBREAKABLE turned in even splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, lightly niggled, not a bad move

07/01/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

UNBREAKABLE went slower than given in this half-mile work, fractions of 13.0, 25.0, not asked in 49.3, an ok work

06/11/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

UNBREAKABLE went five furlongs, never asked in 102.1, just a leg stretcher for the restricted starter grass filly

05/23/21 102.1 MFT HSA GradeUNBREAKABLE

UNBREAKABLE went easily in this five furlong maintenance spin, opening 3/8 in 37.3, not asked in 102.2, slower 

than given just a leg stretcher

05/16/21 101.4 MFT HSA Grade

UNBREAKABLE went easily in this half-mile move, not asked in 49.2, a decent work.

05/09/21 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

ANONYMOUSLY (B-) working with LITTLE MISS ELLIE (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, LITTLE 

MISS ELLIE inside; We had the final 1/4 of this work in 24.3, both lightly asked, ok for both. We cannot verify the 

Official time.

06/28/21 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeLITTLE MISS ELLIE

LITTLE MISS ELLIE (B-) working with BIG MOON (C+) - This team went together in their half-mile work, BIG 

MOON starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.1, 24.2, LITTLE MISS ELLIE was 

niggled to get even in 48.2, not a bad work for the improving Cal-bred filly. BIG MOON was hand ridden in 48.4, a so-

so work for him

06/21/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

SUKI was never let run in this five furlong maintenance spin over the Del Mar turf course with the dogs up, fractions of 

13.0, 25.4, 38.2, going easily in 103.4, just a leg stretcher.

07/18/21 103.4 MFM H DMR GradeSUKI

SWEET DEVIL (B-) working with THRILLING (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, both wearing Figure 

8's, SWEET DEVIL inside; The pair went off in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, crossing midstretch in 48.2, neither 

asked in 100.3, THRILLING a neck in front, decent for both.

07/10/21 100.3 B-FT HSA GradeSWEET DEVIL
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RIDEFORTHECAUSE (B-) working with SWEET DEVIL (C+) - This team wore Figure 8's leaving from the 1/2 mile 

pole, SWEET DEVIL inside; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing midstretch in 36.4, 

RIDEFORTHECAUSE pulled 1/2 length clear when up at the wire in 49.0, an ok work for the long fused grass femme, 

SWEET DEVIL was lightly asked, falling 1/2 length back in 49.0, then continued solo down to the 7/8 pole, lightly 

urged in 102.0, a so-so work. We are not sire why the Official Clockers did not give her a five furlong clocking

07/03/21 102.1 C+FT HSA GradeSWEET DEVIL

SWEET DEVIL wore a Figure 8 for this five furlong maintenance spin, going off in 38.0, not asked in 103.4, just a leg 

stretcher

06/27/21 104.0 MFT HSA Grade

SWEET DEVIL went easily throughout her slow five furlong maintenance spin, wearing a Figure 8, fractions of 13.2, 

38.2, not asked in 103.4, just a leg stretcher

06/20/21 103.4 MFT HSA Grade

SWEET DEVIL looked fine in this half-mile move, wearing a Figure 8, crossing midstretch in 37.0, not asked in 49.3, a 

decent work

06/06/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SWEET DEVIL looked a bit better this week, wearing a Figure 8, not asked in 48.4, in hand to the wire, not a bad work 

for the trial grass maiden filly

05/09/21 48.4 B-FT HSA GradeSWEET DEVIL

SWEET DEVIL wore a Figure 8 for this five furlong maintenance spin, we had the final 1/2 of this spin, in 12.1, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, not asked when up at the wire in 49.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.0, just a 

leg stretcher

05/02/21 102.3 MFT HSA Grade

CHEERFUL CHARM went off from the 3/8 pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2, lightly niggled in 37.0, just ok

07/22/21 37.0 C+FT HDMR GradeCHEERFUL CHARM

VIAZAR wore earmuffs for her five furlong work, going off in 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, tapped along and 

asked in the stretch, up in101.3, a so-so work

07/17/21 101.2 C+FT HDMR GradeVIAZAR

VIAZAR went off from the 1/2 mile pole, going off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, crossing midstretch in 37.1, 

very late switching leads, finally doing so in deep stretch, lightly niggled in 49.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

104.3, not overly impressive on the comeback trail

07/05/21 49.4 C+FT HSA Grade

VIAZAR wore earmuffs for her three furlong spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, crossing midstretch in 24.1, not asked 

to the wire in 36.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 51.0, an ok work

06/06/21 36.4 B-FT HSA Grade

BASILIA wore a Figure 8 for this easy five furlong maintenance spin, going off in 37.4, not asked in 102.1, just a leg 

stretcher

07/19/21 102.2 MFT HDMR GradeBASILIA

BASILIA (B-) working with CONTAGION (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, BASILIA starting 3/4 

length in front; The pair went off in 13.0, 25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.3, both were lightly niggled, up at the wire in 

101.2, an ok work for both

07/13/21 101.3 B-FT HDMR Grade

CINNTE WINNTE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3 not asked in 49.0, not a bad work, 

better than we have seen previously from the turf filly.

07/08/21 49.1 B-FT HSA GradeCINNTE WINNTE (IRE)
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CINNTE WINNTE wore earmuffs for this half-mile work, going off in 12.2, she was getting out around the far turn, hit 

right handed around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, not asked, but slowing a bit in the stretch, final time of 

49.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.3, a so-so work

06/25/21 49.3 C+FT HSA GradeCINNTE WINNTE (IRE)

SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH (B-) working with CAN FLY (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, CAN 

FLY starting two lengths in front; SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH made up a length early in 12.1, CAN FLY in 12.2, they 

were close passing the 1/4 pole, 24.1 for SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH, 24.2 for CAN FLY, SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH was 

very lightly niggled in the stretch, up in 48.2, a decent work. CAN FLY was lightly urged tapped along in 48.4, faster 

than given, but just ok. We are not sure why the Official Clockers separated them by five lengths?

07/18/21 48.2 B-FT HDMR GradeSMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH

LOOKIN SO LUCKY went five furlongs over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, lightly asked in 101.4, an 

ok work

07/07/21 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeLOOKIN SO LUCKY

LOOKIN SO LUCKY went very easily over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, never asked in 50.1, a 

decent work

05/31/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

LOOKIN SO LUCKY wore blinkers for this easy three furlong comeback training track spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 

13.1, not asked in 38.2, hard to make much of this

05/24/21 38.1 C+FT HSA Grade

6th Race 5½ Furlongs Dirt

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MACHO SAM (C+) working with SOCAL RED (C+) - This team of two-year-olds went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4. both asked along, final time of 50.2, neither very impressive here. MACHO SAM is a 

$9500 son of Mucho Macho Man, SOCAL RED is a $22K Cal-bred Lookin at Lucky colt, both need to do better.

05/26/21 50.3 C+FT HSA GradeSOCAL RED

REDSKIESNTHEMORNIN (C+) working with SOCAL RED (C+) - This team of unraced Cal-bred two-year-olds 

went three furlongs together, going off in 12.4, both lightly asked late in 37.3, just ok at this point. 

REDSKIESNTHEMORNIN is a Boat Trip homebred, SOCAL RED is a $22K Lookin at Lucky colt, we will follow as 

they progress

05/05/21 37.3 C+FT HSA Grade

MEDINA MAN did not impress in this half-mile drill, going off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, he received 

several firm taps while urged through the stretch, shortening stride in 49.1, not visually impressive

07/18/21 49.2 C+FT HDMR GradeMEDINA MAN

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SWANNING (B-) working with MEDINA MAN (C+)  - This duo from different barns came out of the gate together, 

MEDINA MAN inside of SWANNING, who wore blinkers; MEDINA MAN was quickest early, leading at once in 

12.3, 24.0, SWANNING in 13.1, 24.2, MEDINA MAN was a length up in 36.3, SWANNING moving closer in 36.4, 

SWANNING was hand ridden, getting even in 48.4, an ok work. MEDINA MAN was urged in 48.4, just ok.

06/13/21 48.4 C+FT HGSA GradeMEDINA MAN

MEDINA MAN (C+) working with THIRSTY CHAPO (C) - Tis team went together from the 1/2 mile pole MEDINA 

MAN inside with T. Baze up; The pair went off in 25.1, MEDINA MAN pulled a length clear in 49.4, not urged, just 

ok. THIRSTY CHAPO was urged, falling back in 50.0, not impressive.

06/05/21 49.4 C+FT HSA Grade
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CITY OF CHAMPIONS was given a three furlong gate work, this one definitely went a full half-mile with Jessica 

Pyfer up, breaking ok, fractions of 23.2, 35.1, lightly niggled in 48.1 an ok work

07/22/21 36.0 B-FT HGDMR GradeCITY OF CHAMPIONS

FATHER O'FLAHERTY (B-) working with CITY OF CHAMPIONS (C) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together, FATHER O'FLAHRTY  went off from the 5/8 pole, we picked them up at the 1/2 mile pole, FATHER 

O'FLAHERTY a length up at that point, wearing a Figure 8; FATHER O'FLAHERTY was not asked, pulling four 

lengths clear in 51.4, an ok work. CITY OF CHAMPIONS was no match, falling back under urging in 52.2, not 

impressive at all.

07/10/21 52.2 CFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CITY OF CHAMPIONS showed little in this solo five furlong gate work, breaking slowly, fractions of 13.2, 25.1, 37.3, 

asked passing the 1/4 pole in 50.2, hand ridden when up in 103.3, hard to like this

06/02/21 103.2 CFT HGSA GradeCITY OF CHAMPIONS

CITY OF CHAMPIONS turned in even splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, urged along, made to do it late, just ok

05/27/21 48.2 C+FT HSA Grade

CITY OF CHAMPIONS went off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, crossing 

midstretch in 37.3, not asked to the wire in 50.4, not doing a whole lot. We will follow the unraced $17K two-year-old 

Shaman Ghost gelding as he progresses

05/20/21 50.4 C+FT HSA Grade

THIRSTY CHAPO (C+) working with UNWRITTEN CODE (C+) - This team of Cal-bred two-year-olds went a half-

mile together, breaking off from the 3/8 pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2. lightly urged crossing the wire in 37.0, 

continuing down to the 7/8 pole under light asking in 49.2, just an ok work

07/18/21 49.1 C+FT HDMR GradeTHIRSTY CHAPO

THIRSTY CHAPO went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, urged with no response, final time of 

52.2, pass for sure

07/12/21 52.2 C-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

BLUEBERRY EYES (C+), THIRSTY CHAPO (C+) and AWESOME CURLIN (C) - This trio from different barns 

came out of the gate together, BLUEBERRY EYES inside, THIRSTY CHAPO between horses with AWESOME 

CURLIN outside; The threesome had no speed in 13.3, 26.1, 38.1, BLUEBERRY EYES and THIRSTY CHAPO edged 

a length clear in 50.2, BLUEBERRY EYES up there a so-so work. AWESOME CURLIN was lightly urged, falling a 

length back in 50.3, up there, not good. THIRSTY CHAPO continued solo to the 1/8 pole, lightly asked in 03.2, just ok.

06/26/21 103.2 C+FT HGSA GradeTHIRSTY CHAPO

THIRSTY CHAPO had T. Baze up for this solo half-mile gate work, breaking ok, fractions of 12.4, 24.3, 36.3, lightly 

urged, tiring a bit in 49.4, a so-so work.

06/19/21 49.3 C+FT HGSA Grade

AT THE SPA (B-) working with THIRSTY CHAPO (C) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, THIRSTY 

CHAPO inside; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 38.3, AT THE SPA was never asked, pulling clear in 

103.3, a decent move. THIRSTY CHAPO was urged, no match in 104.2, pass on this one.

06/13/21 104.2 CFT HSA Grade

MEDINA MAN (C+) working with THIRSTY CHAPO (C) - Tis team went together from the 1/2 mile pole MEDINA 

MAN inside with T. Baze up; The pair went off in 25.1, MEDINA MAN pulled a length clear in 49.4, not urged, just 

ok. THIRSTY CHAPO was urged, falling back in 50.0, not impressive.

06/05/21 50.0 CFT HSA Grade

THIRSTY CHAPO came out of the gate solo, splits of 12.3, 25.0, 37.2, urged along in 50.1, not particularly impressive 

for the unraced two-year-old, who needs cheap foes

05/15/21 50.1 C+FT HGSA Grade
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DRINK THE WIND (B+), BICAMERAL (B-) and BIG SWEDE (C+) working together - This trio of unraced two-year-

olds from different barns came out of the gate together, BICAMERAL  had Gutierrez up, DRINK THE WIND wore a 

Figure 8 and was washed out, but showed exceptional speed to lead at once, clear in 22.2, 34.1, BICAMERAL chasing 

in 22.4, 34.4, BIG SWEDE asked but unable to keep up early in 23.1, 35.3, DRINK THE WIND was lightly urged, well 

clear when up in 46.1, a very sharp work for the More than Ready homebred colt, who looks extremely fast, tab for 

sure. BICAMERAL was lightly asked, no match for DRINK THE WIND in 47.2, still a decent work for the $120K 

RNA Constitution filly, who seems a talented sort. BIG SWEDE was lightly asked, third best in 48.1, a so-so work as 

the $5K Mr. Big colt was badly overmatched by his workmates.

07/19/21 48.0 C+FT HGDMR GradeBIG SWEDE

BIG SWEDE (B-) working with NEW DRAMA (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, BIG SWEDE 

starting two lengths in front; NEW DRAMA got even in the stretch, never asked in 49.4, a decent work. BIG SWEDE 

was never asked, collared in 50.1, an ok work as well.

07/09/21 50.1 B-FT HSA Grade

SACRED BEAUTY (B-) working with AWESOME CURLIN (C+) - This team came out of the gate together, 

AWESOME CURLIN wearing blinkers inside of SACRED BEAUTY, who wore a Figure 8; SACRED BEAUTY was 

a bit quicker early than AWESOME CURLIN, who had to be tapped along, getting together in 24.0, 35.4, SACRED 

BEAUTY was 1 1/2 lengths up in 48.0, up there, an ok work. AWESOME CURLIN was lightly urged, falling 1 1/2 

lengths back in 48.1, also up there, a so-so work. We have no idea why the Official Clockers gave them a five furlong 

time as they were clearly up at the 3/4 pole.

07/18/21 102.2 C+FT HGDMR GradeAWESOME CURLIN

BLUEBERRY EYES (C+) working with AWESOME CURLIN (C-) - This team of unraced Cal-bred two-year-olds 

came out of the gate together, AWESOME CURLIN inside; BLUEBERRY EYES was always in control, leading in 

13.0, 25.1, AWESOME CURLIN in 13.2, 25.2, BLUEBERRY EYES edged further clear in 37.0, AWESOME 

CURLIN in 37.3, BLUEBERRY EYES was lightly urged, opening up a huge margin in 49.2, up there, galloping out 

down to the 1/8 pole in 102.4, just ok for the Acclamation filly. AWESOME CURLIN was hand ridden, losing touch in 

51.1, slower than given, a poor drill for the Curlin To Mischief colt, who needs to do much, much better than this

07/10/21 50.2 C-FT HGSA Grade

SACRED BEAUTY (C+) working with AWESOME CURLIN (C) - This team went of unraced two-year-olds went 

together from the 5/8 pole, AWESOME CURLIN inside; The pair were together in 12.3, 25.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 

37.2, SACRED BEAUTY was not asked, pulling clear in 103.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 117.4, easily 

best, but just ok for the $80K unraced two-year-old Classic Empire filly, who should debut at Del Mar. AWESOME 

CURLIN was fairly hard urged, falling back in 103.1, galloping out in 118.2, not good for the unraced $2700 son of 

Curlin To Mischief, who doesn’t appear to be much at all.

07/04/21 103.1 CFT HSA Grade

BLUEBERRY EYES (C+), THIRSTY CHAPO (C+) and AWESOME CURLIN (C) - This trio from different barns 

came out of the gate together, BLUEBERRY EYES inside, THIRSTY CHAPO between horses with AWESOME 

CURLIN outside; The threesome had no speed in 13.3, 26.1, 38.1, BLUEBERRY EYES and THIRSTY CHAPO edged 

a length clear in 50.2, BLUEBERRY EYES up there a so-so work. AWESOME CURLIN was lightly urged, falling a 

length back in 50.3, up there, not good. THIRSTY CHAPO continued solo to the 1/8 pole, lightly asked in 03.2, just ok.

06/26/21 50.3 CFT HGSA Grade

MAGNOLIA (B-) working with AWESOME CURLIN (C) - This duo from different barns went together in this 

planned 1/2 mile work, MAGNOLIA inside; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, MAGNOLIA was not 

asked, pulling two lengths clear in 49.2, a decent work. AWESOME CURLIN was urged, no match in 49.4, not 

impressive.

06/19/21 49.4 CFT HSA Grade

MISS IVES (B-) working with AWESOME CURLIN (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went three furlongs 

together, MISS IVES inside of AWESOME CURLIN, who wore blinkers; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole 

in 12.3, AWESOME CURLIN was lightly asked as they were close crossing midstretch in 25.0, MISS IVES was going 

easily, just in front in 37.2, galloping out to the 7/8 pole in 51.2, an ok work for the $30K Lea filly who seems worth 

following. AWESOME CURLIN was lightly asked, second best, so-so for the $2700 Curlin to Mischief colt.

06/13/21 37.2 C+FT HSA Grade
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KA'NAH (B-) working with GEMINI BAY (C+) - This team went together in this early a.m. half-mile move, GEMINI 

BAY starting a length in front; KA'NAH got even passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, GEMINI BAY in 24.2, KA'NAH was 

going easily, clearly best in 48.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.3, a decent work. GEMINI BAY was urged 

in 48.4, galloping out down to the 78 pole in 102.4, a so-so work.

07/04/21 48.4 C+FT HSA GradeGEMINI BAY

GEMINI BAY was not asked in this early a.m. half-mile maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 26.3, not asked in 

52.2, just a leg stretcher

06/27/21 52.2 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GEMINI BAY looked better than usual in this early a.m. half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 24.3, not asked in 48.4, a 

decent work.

06/06/21 48.4 B-FT HSA GradeGEMINI BAY

PHILLY CHEESE (B-) working with GEMINI BAY (C-) - This team came out of the gate together, GEMINI BAY 

inside; The pair broke well, PHILLY CHEESE led the whole way in 12.1, 24.0,GEMINI BAY in 12.2, catching a light 

whip in 24.2, PHILLY CHEESE was lightly urged, three lengths clear in 35.3, GEMINI BAY lightly urged in 36.1, 

PHILLY CHEESE was urged, well clear in 47.4, up there, hand ridden a bit to the 1/8 pole in 101.3, much slower than 

given, a decent work. GEMINI BAY passed the 1/4 pole in 49.1, then continued to be urged and whipped, slowing 

when up in 103.0, much slower than given, not good at all. We think PHILLY CHEESE only went a half-mile.

05/22/21 102.1 C-FT HGSA Grade

PHILLY CHEESE (B-) working with GEMINI BAY (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, GEMINI BAY 

inside; GEMINI BAY broke slowly, PHILLY CHEESE broke well, PHILLY CHEESE led in 12.2, 24.1, 36.2, GEMINI 

BAY in 12.4, 24.3, 36.3, they got together late in 48.3, an ok work, PHILLY CHEESE galloped back out in front, an ok 

work for both.

05/07/21 48.4 B-FT HGSA Grade

LAST RENEGADE (B-), TAMARANDO'S COAST (B-) and LUCKY FIFTY FIVE (C-) working together - This trio 

came out of the gate together, LAST RENEGADE inside, TAMARANDO'S COAST between horses with LUCKY 

FIFTY FIVE outside; LAST RENEGADE and TAMARANDO'S COAST broke well, LUCKY FIFTY FIVE broke 

slowly to drop back at once, LAST RENEGADE and TAMARANDO'S COAST in front n 12.2, 24.0, 36.1, LUCKY 

FIFTY FIVE in 13.1, 25.0, 37.2, LAST RENEGADE and TAMARANDO'S COAST were together when up in 48.4, 

LAST RENEGADE galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 102.2, a decent work for both. LUCKY FIFTY FIVE was urged, 

well beaten in 50.1, galloping out in 104.1, no good at all.

07/12/21 48.4 B-FT HGSA GradeLAST RENEGADE

LAST RENEGADE (B-), LUCKY FIFTY FIVE (B-) and SHE'S GOT A WAY (B-) working together - This trio of 

unraced two-year-old fillies went together over the training track, SHE'S GOT A WAY Inside, LAST RENEGADE 

between horses with LUCKY FIFTY FIVE outside; The threesome passed the 1/4 pole in 24.4, none of the three were 

asked in 50.1, ok for all three. LAST RENEGADE is a homebred Jeranimo gelding, LUCKY FIFTY FIVE a $35K 

Brody's Cause filly and SHE'S GOT A WAY is a $80K Tonalist filly, we will follow as they get fit.

07/05/21 50.1 B-FT HSA Grade

LAST RENEGADE (B-) working with SHE'S GOT A WAY (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together 

over the training track, LAST RENEGADE inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.3 neither asked much, SHE'S 

GOT A WAY failing to switch leads, final time of 49.0, ok for both. LAST RENEGADE is a homebred Jeranimo 

gelding, SHE'S GOT A WAY is a $80K Tonalist filly, we will follow as they progress

06/28/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

SHE'S GOT A WAY (B-) working with LAST RENEGADE (B-) - This team went easily over the training track, 

neither asked in 37.0, ok for both

06/07/21 37.0 B-FT HSA Grade
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TIZLIGHTNING (B-) working with FLOYD KNOWLES (C) - This team came out of the gate together, both wearing 

Figure 8;s; They broke scattered, then TIZLIGHTNING took a hold of the bit and got away early, two lengths in front 

in 23.3, not asked when up in 35.4, galloping out to the 3/4 pole in 49.0, a decent work. FLOYD KNOWLES could not 

keep up early in 24.0, outrun in 36.4, lightly urged when up, not good again this week.

07/22/21 36.4 CFT HGDMR GradeFLOYD KNOWLES

FLOYD KNOWLES wore a Figure 8 for this five furlong work, we picked him up nearing the 3/8 pole, we had the 

final 3/8 of this work in 38.0, lightly urged, not looking all that good late. It was very busy during the rush, but we think 

we have this fairly close to right and there is no way he went anywhere near this fast

07/18/21 59.0 C+FT HDMR Grade

CHRIS FIX (C+) working with FLOYD KNOWLES (C+) - This team of unraced Cal-bred two-year-olds wore Figure 

8's for their half-mile gate work, FLOYD KNOWLES inside; Both horses broke well, FLOYD KNOWLES 3/4 length 

up in 12.1, they were together in 24.0, FLOYD KNOWLES was ridden along as they were together in 36.1, FLOYD 

KNOWLES was hand ridden, CHRIS FIX received a couple of whips to get a 1/2 length in front, both slowing when up 

in 49.3, FLOYD KNOWLES failed to switch leads, galloping out in front to midstretch in 104.3, CHRIS FIX in 105.0, 

so-so at best for both.

07/11/21 49.3 C+FT HGSA Grade

REV RITA (B), CHRIS FIX (C) and FLOYD KNOWLES (C) working together - This trio from different barns hooked 

in together, CHRIS FIX Inside of FLOYD KNOWLES, both wearing Figure 8's starting two lengths in front of REV 

RITA, breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole, REV RITA ran right on by her workmates, opening up in 48.2, well, well 

clear, a sharp work. CHRIS FIX and FLOYD KNOWLES were both asked in 50.2, not impressive for the homebred 

two-year-olds.

07/04/21 50.2 CFT HSA Grade

ROSES FOR SUZZETT (B-), SMART MONIQUE (C+) and FLOYD KNOWLES (D+) - This trio of unraced two-year-

old Cal-breds from different barns came out of the gate together, SMART MONIQUE inside, ROSES FOR SUZZETT 

between horses with FLOYD KNOWLES wearing a Figure 8 outside; ROSES FOR SUZZETT broke best, SMART 

MONIQUE and FLOYD KNOWLES broke ok, ROSES FOR SUZZETT 1/2 length in front of SMART MONIQUE in 

12.1, then they were even in 23.3, FLOYD KNOWLES asked, unable to keep up in 13.1, 25.3, ROSES FOR SUZZETT 

continued together in 35.1, ROSES FOR SUZZETT was lightly niggled, SMART MONIQUE lightly urged to stay 

together, up at the 1/4 pole in 47.4, galloping out to midstretch in 101.2, a decent work for ROSES FOR SUZZETT, a 

$9K Stay Thirsty filly, just ok and second best for SMART MONIQUE, a $3500 Grazen filly. FLOYD KNOWLES 

was badly beaten in 37.3, lightly asked in 50.4, up there, a terrible work for the unraced two-year-old Boisterous 

gelding, who worked out of the gate, but was not given a gate work

06/28/21 51.0 D+FT HGSA Grade

FLOYD KNOWLES (C+) working with IGNOMINIOUS (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-old Cal-breds went 

together over the training track, both wearing Figure 8's, passing the 1/4 pole in 26.4, up in 53.4, hard to make anything 

of this

06/23/21 53.2 C+FT HSA Grade

7th Race 5 Furlongs Turf

BULLETPROOF ONE came out of the gate solo, breaking fine, never let run crossing the wire in 24.2, up in 37.1, an 

easy spin for the quick comebacking turf femme, who is likely close to returning

07/21/21 37.1 B-FT HGDMR GradeBULLETPROOF ONE

QUERELLE wore a Figure 8 for this easy half-mile maintenance spin over this quick main track, going off easily in 

12.4, 25.1, not asked in 49.3, just a leg stretcher

07/15/21 49.3 MFT HDMR GradeQUERELLE
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HOT ROD CHARLIE (B), FOOTHILL (B-) working GYPSY SPIRIT (B-) working together - This trio from different 

barns hooked in together, FOOTHILL, wearing blinkers, starting two lengths in front HOT ROD CHARLIE, who did 

not wear his usual blinkers and had Prat up; FOOTHILL extended his margin in 11.4, inside of GYPSY SPIRIT, who 

had Maldonado aboard, breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole with HOT ROD CHARLIE biding his time four lengths 

back in 12.1, FOOTHILL got a 1/2 length in front in 23.1, GYPSY SPIRIT in 11.3, HOT ROD CHARLIE in 23.3, 

FOOTHILL was even again passing the 1/4 pole in 35.1, GYPSY SPIRIT in 23.2, HOT ROD CHARLIE moving closer 

inside passing the 1/4 pole in 35.2, HOT ROD CHARLIE cut the corner, then went by the top pair in the stretch, not 

asked, 1 1/2 lengths in front crossing the wire in 59.0, continuing solo down to the 7/8 pole in 112.0, not asked, a good 

work up to the Haskell. FOOTHILL was up at the wire in 59.3, faster than given, a decent work. GYPSY SPIRIT was 

up in 47.4, also faster than given, decent as well.

07/02/21 48.2 B-FT HSA GradeGYPSY SPIRIT (GB)

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GYPSY SPIRIT went easily in this half-mile maintenance spin with Maldonado aboard, going off in 12.3, slowing 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, crossing midstretch in 37.4, not asked in 50.2, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 104.1, just a leg stretcher

05/27/21 50.2 MFT HSA GradeGYPSY SPIRIT (GB)

CONSTANTIA was given in a six furlong work over the Del Mar grass course with the dogs up, we had the final five 

furlongs of this drill, moving very slowly in 13.1, 26.0, lightly urged to pick it up around the far turn, passing the 1/4 

pole in 38.4, hand ridden the entire stretch, never picking it up in 104.2, not visually impressive. If she did go a full six 

furlongs, she went much, much slower than given, either way this was not impressive for the late running grass sprinter, 

who does show up in the afternoon.

07/18/21 115.1 CFM H DMR GradeCONSTANTIA

CONSTANTIA crawled throughout this half-mile maintenance spin, going off in 13.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 26.2, 

crossing midstretch in 38.4, not asked to the wire in 51.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 106.4, just a slow leg 

stretcher

07/04/21 51.3 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONSTANTIA disappointed this week, opening 3/8 in 37.4, lightly urged in 102.3, a regression for the sharp late 

running grass sprinter, who did not look nearly as good as usual

05/30/21 102.3 C+FT HSA GradeCONSTANTIA

CONSTANTIA (B-) working with TRIPOLI (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, TRIPOLI inside; 

We had the final 1/4 of this work in 25.1, neither asked, ok for both. We cannot verify the Official time.

05/17/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

CONSTATIA (B-) working with VIVANDO (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, CONSTANTIA inside; 

The pair went off in 12.1, 24.1, VIVANDO was lightly tapped, putting a head in front passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

CONSTANTIA was not asked, going best late in 101.4, an ok move. VIVANDO was lightly urged, second best, just ok.

05/10/21 101.3 B-FT HSA Grade

CONSTANTIA went easily in this half-mile spin, opening 1/4 in 25.1. not asked in 49.4, a decent work

05/03/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

SUPERSTITION went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole over this speedy main track, going off in 11.3, passing the 

1/4 pole in 23.0, lightly urged nearing the wire in 46.3, niggled down to the 7/8 pole in 59.0, a good work

07/15/21 58.3 BFT HDMR GradeSUPERSTITION

SUPERSTITION was not asked in this half-mile move, we had the final 3/8 of the work, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, 

crossing midstretch in 24.2, not asked to the wire in 36.3, a decent work. We cannot verify the Official time.

07/08/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPERSTITION wet easily in this half-mile move, going off in 12.2, not asked in 49.2, a decent work

05/30/21 49.2 B-FT HSA GradeSUPERSTITION

SUPERSTITION showed speed from the pole, splits of 11.3, 23.3, 35.3, not asked in 100.0, a decent work.

05/24/21 100.0 B-FT HSA Grade

SUPERSTITION was aggressive early in this half-mile move, rolling early in 11.2, she appeared to be getting out a bit 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.0, not asked crossing midstretch in 35.0, going easily to the wire in 47.2, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, a decent work, though we would prefer for her to settle a bit better.

05/07/21 47.1 B-FT HSA Grade

LENZI'S LUCKY LADY went five furlongs over the training track, splits of 12.4, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

very lightly niggled in the stretch, final time of 101.2, a decent work this week.

06/28/21 101.1 B-FT HSA GradeLENZI'S LUCKY LADY

LENZI'S LUCKY LADY looked so-so here, lightly urged in 49.3, not overly impressive.

06/18/21 49.3 C+FT HSA Grade

LENZI'S LUCKY LADY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we had the final 1/4 of this work in 23.4, urged, but 

responding ok, not a bad work despite the pressure. We cannot verify the Official time

06/07/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

LENZI'S LUCKY LADY did not impress much in her first local work, going off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.3, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, crossing midstretch in 36.2, pushed late in 49.0, a so-so work for the Florida invader, who 

is here for the "Ship and Stay" program.

05/30/21 49.0 C+FT HSA Grade

BEST CHANCE (B), FIVE PICS PLEASE (B) and SASSY CHASEY (B) working together - This trio from different 

barns hooked in together, SASSY CHASEY going off from the 1/2 mile pole wearing blinkers, opening furlong in 12.1, 

she was 2 1/2 lengths behind FIVE PICS PLEASE wearing blinkers, who was inside of BEST CHANCE as they went 

off from the 3/8 pole; SASSY CHASEY was 1 1/2 lengths back passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, FIVE PICS PLEASE and 

BEST CHANCE in 12.0, none of the three were urged to the wire, together there, SASSY CHASEY up there in 47.0, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 59.3, a good and vastly improved work for the Coil filly. BEST CHANCE and 

FIVE PICS PLEASE crossed the wire in 35.1, then continued down to the 7/8 pole in 47.3, BEST CHANCE not asked, 

FIVE PICS PLEASE getting one tap, both going much faster than given, a good work for both

07/18/21 48.4 BFT HDMR GradeFIVE PICS PLEASE

DUBBY DUBBIE (B) working with FIVE PICS PLEASE (B) - This team turned in a good half-mile work together, 

FIVE PICS PLEASE wearing her usual blinkers inside as usual; The pair showed good zip, going off in 11.3, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 23.1, crossing midstretch in 35.1, DUBBY DUBIE was not asked at all, FIVE PICS PLEASE very 

lightly niggled, up in 47.4, a couple of ticks faster than given, a good work for both

07/11/21 48.1 BFT HSA Grade

FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) working with BRUJA ESCALARTA (C+) - This team of fast fillies went a half-mile, FIVE 

PICS PLEASE wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off in 12.1, passed the 1/4 pole in 24.3, FIVE PICS PLEASE 

was best, not asked in 49.1, a decent work. BRUJA ESCLARTA was urged, making noise again, second best, a so-so 

work.

07/04/21 49.0 B-FT HSA Grade

FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) working with KALON (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, FIVE PICS 

PLEASE, wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.1, FIVE PICS PLEASE edged 

just in front in the stretch, crossing midstretch in 36.1, they finished together to the wire, KALON not asked, FIVE 

PICS PLEASE lightly niggled in 48.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.2, a decent work for both

06/27/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade
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FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) working with KALON (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, FIVE PICS 

PLEASE wearing blinkers inside; The pair went by the separate working ASTRONOMER passing the 3 1/2 furlong 

marker then split the separate working (GEISHA GIRL) and (FULLY LIVING) at the 3/8 pole, FIVE PICS PLEASE 

coming through inside of them, KALON going around them in 12.2, they passed the 1/4 pole in 24.1, crossing 

midstretch in 36.0, KALON was not asked, a bit best, FIVE PICS PLEASE lightly urged in 48.2, both galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 102.1, decent for both.

06/20/21 48.2 B-FT HSA GradeFIVE PICS PLEASE

KALON (B) working with FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, FIVE PICS 

PLEASE inside; The pair went off in 23.2, 35.0, KALON going easily, best of the duo in 47.0 a good work, but this one 

continues to disappoint in the afternoon FIVE PICS PLEASE was lightly asked, second best, but decent.

06/13/21 47.0 B-FT HSA Grade

RATTRAPANTE (B-) working with FIVE PICS PLEASE (C+) - This usual team worked their usual 1/2 mile together, 

as usual FIVE PICS PLEASE, wearing blinkers was inside; The pair showed speed in 11.3, RATTRAPANTE had her 

head in front passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, a neck up crossing midstretch in 35.3, neither were asked, RATTRPANTE 

1/2 length up at the wire in 48.2, best of the duo, both galloping out slowly down to the 7/8 pole in 103.2, decent or 

RATTRAPANTE this week, just ok for FIVE PICS PLEASE

06/05/21 48.2 C+FT HSA Grade

FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) working with RATTRAPANTE (B-) - This team of usual workmates did their usual thing in 

this half-mile work, as usual FIVE PICS PLEASE wearing blinkers inside; As usual FIVE PICS PLEASE pulled hard 

and tossed her head around early in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, crossing midstretch in 36.3, neither asked in 

49.0, both galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.3, ok for both.

05/29/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) working with RATTRAPANTE (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, FIVE 

PICS PLEASE wearing blinkers as usual inside of her usual workmate; FIVE PICS PLEASE pulled hard against the 

rider, splits of 12.0, 23.4, chasing the separate working PRAY FOR MY OWNER in the stretch, neither asked, up in 

48.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.3, an ok work.

05/09/21 48.3 B-FT HSA GradeFIVE PICS PLEASE

FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) working with RATTRAPANTE (C+) - This team of usual workmates went together from the 

1/2 mile pole, as usual FIVES PICS PLEASE, wearing blinkers, was inside; the pair went off in 11.4, passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.4, crossing midstretch in 36.1, RATTRAPANTE was fairly hard urged, finishing a neck in front of FIVE 

PICS PLEASE, who wasn’t asked at all and best in 48.3, both galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.0, an ok work 

for FIVE PICS PLEASE despite finishing a neck back, so-so for RATTRAPANTE, who appeared to be doing her best.

05/02/21 49.0 B-FT HSA Grade

NEVER FOR MONEY looked so-so over the Del Mar turf course, going off in 12.2, the rider took a bit of a hold, 

slowing him down in 25.1, 37.4, he was asked to finish in the stretch, up in 102.3, a so-so work.

07/18/21 102.3 C+FM H DMR GradeNEVER FOR MONEY

DISTANT VISTA (B-) working with RAKASSAH (B-) - This team went together over the Del Mar turf course with 

the dogs up, RAKASSAH, with Pyfer up, inside of DISTANT VISTA, who wore blinkers; The pair went off in 12.4, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, neither asked much in 49.4, decent for both

07/18/21 50.0 B-FM H DMR GradeRAKASSAH (IRE)

RAKASSAH had Pyfer up for this three furlong maintenance spin over the turf course with the dogs up, never turned 

loose in 39.2, just a leg stretcher

07/13/21 39.2 MFM H DMR Grade

RAKASSAH went a half-mile over the training track, we had the final 1/4 of this work in 24.3, not asked, looking 

decent. We cannot verify the Official time.

07/04/21 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade
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RAKASSAH was given a three furlong clocking, we had her going a full half-mile over the training track with Pyfer in 

the irons, going off in 12.4, picking it up around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, not asked to the wire in 48.4, 

galloping out down to the 5/8 pole in 102.2, a decent work.

06/25/21 36.0 B-FT HSA GradeRAKASSAH (IRE)

RAKASSAH was in hand throughout this half-mile training track spin, final time of 49.0, an easy move.

06/14/21 49.0 B-FT HSA Grade

RAKASSAH  went easily over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1. not asked in 36.0, a decent spin

06/07/21 36.0 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

RAKASSAH went easily over the training track, opening 1/4 in 24.1, not asked in 48.3, a decent spin.

05/09/21 48.4 B-FT HSA GradeRAKASSAH (IRE)

RAKASSAH went easily in this half-mile maintenance spin over the training track with Pyfer up, going off slowly in 

13.1, 25.2, not asked in 50.3, just a leg stretcher

05/01/21 50.2 MFT HSA Grade

BRUJA ESCARLATA did not impress again this week, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, urged while again making noise, 

final time of 101.3, not a good work, this one has gone the wrong way

07/10/21 101.2 C+FT HSA GradeBRUJA ESCARLATA

FIVE PICS PLEASE (B-) working with BRUJA ESCALARTA (C+) - This team of fast fillies went a half-mile, FIVE 

PICS PLEASE wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off in 12.1, passed the 1/4 pole in 24.3, FIVE PICS PLEASE 

was best, not asked in 49.1, a decent work. BRUJA ESCLARTA was urged, making noise again, second best, a so-so 

work.

07/04/21 49.0 C+FT HSA Grade

BRUJA ESCARLATA went better this week than last week, going off in 12.2. not asked in 49.3, a decent work.

06/27/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

BRUJA ESCARLATA went off from the 1/2 mile pole, going off in 24.3, making noise in the stretch, final time of 

49.2, a so-so work. This is the first time we have heard this filly make noise, so it is of concern

06/20/21 49.2 C+FT HSA Grade

BRUJA ESCARLATA went ok in this half-mile move, even splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, lightly niggled to finish, 

an ok work

06/13/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

BRUJA ESCARLATA went off from the 1/2 mile pole, rolling early in 11.3, 23.2, not asked in 47.3, a good work

05/30/21 47.3 BFT HSA Grade

BRUJA ESCARLATA went easily in her first work in three weeks, never asked in 49.0, a decent move

05/10/21 49.0 B-FT HSA Grade

SADIE BLUEGRASS went a half-mile from the 3/8 pole over the Del Mar main track, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, 

lightly niggled crossing midstretch in 23.2, crossing the wire in 34.3, still going strongly down to the 7/8 pole in 46.4, 

galloping out to the 3/4 pole in 100.1, a good work for the Cal-bred femme.

07/12/21 34.4 BFT HDMR GradeSADIE BLUEGRASS

8th Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

CANADIAN PRIDE went off from the 3/8 pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 11.3, moving well then surprisingly hit once 

before the wire in 35.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 48.1, a good work, we are not sure why the rider chose to 

hit him

07/21/21 35.1 BFT HDMR GradeCANADIAN PRIDE
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CANADIAN PRIDE (B) working with DIRECT LINE (C) - This  duo went off from the 5/8 pole during a very busy 

time, CANADIAN PRIDE inside of DIRECT LINE, who had T. Baze up; The pair went off easily in 12.4, 

CANADIAN PRIDE edged away in 24.3, DIRECT LINE unable to keep up in 24.4, both behind the separate working 

team Palma team of MAGNIFICENT RIDE and DONA FLAMA, who broke off at the 3/8 pole, CANADIAN PRIDE 

came through inside around the far turn to edge away passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, DIRECT LINE well back of the 

three horses in front of him in 37.0, CANADIAN PRIDE was not asked, well clear in 100.1, galloping out slowly down 

to the 7/8 pole in 114.4, much, much faster than given, a good work. DIRECT LINE came out into the stretch, got even 

with DONA FLAMA while finishing three lengths behind MAGNIFICENT RIDE and six lengths behind CANADIAN 

PRIDE in 101.2, faster than given, but not impressive

07/11/21 101.2 BFT HSA GradeCANADIAN PRIDE

CANADIAN PRIDE (B) working with SHOOTERS SHOOT (B) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

SHOOTERS SHOOT inside; The pair went off in 24.2, neither asked in 48.2, final 1/4 in 24.0, a good work for both

07/04/21 48.2 BFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CANADIAN PRIDE (B-) working with ROADSIDE (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, ROADSIDE 

starting three lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 36.1, CANADIAN PRIDE was not asked, getting 

even in 100.3, a decent work. ROADSIDE was lightly urged in 101.1, just ok this week.

06/07/21 100.4 B-FT HSA GradeCANADIAN PRIDE

CANADIAN PRIDE (B-) working with FAMILY AFFAIR (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

FAMILY AFFAIR starting three lengths in front; CANADIAN PRIDE made up two lengths passing the 1/4 pole in 

23.4, FAMILY AFFAIR in 24.1, neither horse was asked at all, finishing together, 48.0 for CANADIAN PRIDE, a 

decent work, 48.3 for FAMILY AFFAIR, a decent work for the unraced $300K three-year-old Hard Spun filly, who 

was giving up fitness and experience to her workmate and should be followed.

05/24/21 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade

CANADIAN PRIDE looked fine in this half-mile move, opening1/4 in 25.2, not asked in 49.3, doing his best work late, 

a decent work

05/17/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

CANADIAN PRIDE went easily in this half-mile maintenance spin over the training track, opening 1/4 in 25.1, not 

asked in 50.1, just a leg stretcher

05/10/21 50.0 MFT HSA Grade

HOWBEIT went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, not asked in 48.1, a decent work for the recent 

winner, who seems to be doing well out of the victory

07/09/21 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeHOWBEIT

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOWBEIT (B), BOLD ENDEAVOR (B-) and JUST ABOUT ENOUGH (C+) working together - This trio were spread 

out breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole, BOLD ENDEAVOR, wearing blinkers, starting nine lengths in front of 

HOWBEIT and 11 lengths in front of JUST ABOUT ENOUGH; BOLD ENDEAVOR remained well clear in 11.4, 

23.4, HOWBEIT in 11.4, 23.2, JUST ABOUT ENOUGH well back in 12.0, 23.3, HOWBEIT gained along the rail in 

the stretch, two lengths back crossing midstretch in 35.0, BOLD ENDEAVOR waiting on his workmate well off the rail 

in 36.2, JUST ABOUT ENOUGH tapped and asked in 35.3, HOWBEIT went by the final 1/16, 1 1/2 lengths in front at 

the wire in 47.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.1, a good work. BOLD ENDEAVOR was never asked, 

content to let his workmate go by in 49.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.1, an ok work. JUST ABOUT 

ENOUGH was outrun the final furlong, seven lengths back in 48.0, galloping out well back in 103.3, a so-so work first 

local work for the $85K unraced three-year-old Cal-bred Twirling Candy gelding, who will likely need another work or 

two to get fit.

06/11/21 47.1 BFT HSA GradeHOWBEIT

EDDIE HASKELL (B-) working with HOWBEIT (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, opening 1/4 in 

25.0, neither asked in 49.4, ok for both.

06/04/21 49.4 B-FT HSA Grade
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TIGER DAD (B) working with KATERINI (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together from the 5/8 pole, 

going off in 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, TIGER DAD was not asked easily best in 100.3, galloping out well in 

front down to the 7/8 pole in 113.3, a good work for the comebacking Cal-bred. KATERINI was urged and tapped to 

stay close, then fell back on the gallop out in 114.2, ok, but second best.

07/14/21 100.2 BFT HDMR GradeTIGER DAD

TIGER DAD was asked to finish in this half-mile drill, we had the final 1/4 in 23.4, an ok work, but made to do it. The 

comebacker goes better over the training track then this main track

07/05/21 47.2 B-FT HSA Grade

TIGER DAD (B+) working with ANTONSEN (B) - This team of Smiling Tiger homebred's went together over the 

training track, ANTONSEN starting a length in front; The pair were together, TIGER DAD in 24.0, 35.3, ANTONSEN 

in 24.1, 35.4, TIGER DAD was not asked much, looking best, finishing a neck in front, a very good work for the 

comebacker, who is returning quite well. ANTONSEN was a bit switching leads, then hand ridden, finishing a neck 

back in 100.2, a very decent work considering he is an unraced two-year-old working with a classy older multiple 

winner.

06/23/21 100.0 B+FT HSA Grade

TIGER DAD (B) working with ZIP NOW (B-) - This team of usual workmates went together over the training track, 

openng 3/8 in 36.2, TIGER DAD was not asked, appearing best in 100.3, a good comeback work. ZIP NOW was lightly 

urged, second best, but still a decent work.

06/16/21 100.2 BFT HSA Grade

TIGER DAD (B) working with ZIP NOW (B-) - This team went together over the training track, TIGER DAD inside; 

The pair went off in 12.2, 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, TIGER DAD was going extra easily, a bit best in 100.3, 

galloping out well in front, a good work for the comebacker. ZIP NOW was very lightly niggled, then outrun on the 

gallop out, certainly decent, but just a bit second best.

06/09/21 100.3 BFT HSA Grade

TIGER DAD (B) working with ZIP NOW (B) - This team went slower than given and should have been separate by the 

Official Clockers in their half-mile work, ZIP NOW starting a length in front; The pair maintained their positions n 

12.0, passing the 1/4 pole 23.3, ZIP NOW was never asked, the rider looking over at his workmate late, finishing just in 

front in 47.4, galloping out in front down to the 5/8 pole in 100.4, a good work for the unraced homebred Tiznow colt, 

who had ability. TIGER DAD was not asked, finishing a head back in 47.3, falling back on the gallop out in 101.0, a 

good work as well, though we don’t think he should have received breezing

06/02/21 47.1 BFT BSA Grade

TIGER DAD (B-) working with ZIP CITY (B-) - This team went together over the training track, TIGER DAD inside 

of ZIP CITY, who had Pyfer in the irons; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, neither asked in 48.2, a 

couple of ticks slower than given, but decent for both.

05/26/21 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade

TIGER DAD (B) working with ZIP NOW (B-) - This team went together from the 3/8 pole TIGER DAD starting 1 1/2 

lengths in front; ZIP NOW made up a length to be 1/2 length back in 12.0, TIGER DAD in 12.1, TIGER DAD edged 

away again into the stretch, then waited on his workmate late, receiving the slower time of 35.4, but best, a good work. 

ZIP NOW was hand ridden to get close again in 35.3, second best, a decent work.

05/19/21 35.4 BFT HSA Grade

TIGER DAD (B) working with ZIP NOW (B-) - This team went three furlongs over the training track, TIGER DAD 

inside; The pair went off in 13.1, TIGER DAD was under a huge hold, best of the duo in 38.0, able to go much faster if 

let run, a good work. ZIP NOW was not asked, but second best, a decent work for the unraced three-year-old Cal-bred, 

homebred Tiznow colt, who isn't very far along.

05/12/21 38.0 BFT HSA Grade

SURFING STAR worked early in the a.m., passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, not asked in 49.1, an ok move

07/09/21 49.1 B-FT HSA GradeSURFING STAR
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SURFING STAR blew out sharply in this early a.m. three furlong spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, no asked in 35.2, a 

good work.

05/27/21 35.3 BFT HSA GradeSURFING STAR

SURFING STAR went easily in this early a.m. five furlong move, opening 3/8 in 37.0, not asked in 101.4, a decent 

work.

05/20/21 101.4 B-FT HSA Grade

SURFING STAR worked early in the a.m., splits of 12.1, 24.0, 36.1, not asked at all in 101.3, a decent move

05/13/21 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

PARSIMONY did not do much to impress in this slow five furlong work, going off in 13.2, 26.2, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 39.0, lightly urged in the stretch, up in 104.0, not doing a whole lot here

07/10/21 104.0 C+FT HSA GradePARSIMONY

GET ON THE BUS (B-) working with PARSIMONY (C+) - This team went together in this five furlong work, GET 

ON THE BUS starting two lengths in front; GET ON THE US was not asked, waiting on her workmate late in 101.4, 

receiving the slower time, but appearing best, a decent work. PARSIMONY was lightly urged to get even in 101.2, 

lightly urged, just ok for the gray.

07/03/21 101.3 C+FT HSA Grade

GET ON THE BUS (B-) working with PARSIMONY (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, GET ON THE 

BUS rushing up along the inside to start just in front of PARSIMONT< who had Gutierrez up; GET ON THE BUS 

edged two lengths clear early in 12.1, PARSIMONY in 12.3, GET ON THE BUS was a length in front in 24.3, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 37.1, PARSIMONY In 24.4, 37.2, GET ON THE BUS was not asked, waiting on her workmate, getting 

passed near the wire, but appearing best in 102.1, an ok work. PARSIMONY was ridden along to catch then pass his 

workmate at the wire in 102.1, not overly impressive.

06/26/21 102.1 C+FT HSA Grade

PARSIMONY never got going in this slow five furlong work, crawling from the pole, splits of 13.4, 26.2, passing the 

1/4 pole in 39.0, lightly niggled in 104.2, galloping out without much verve in 118.4, hard to like this much

06/19/21 104.1 CFT HSA Grade

PARSIMONY was never asked in this five furlong maintenance spin, going off in a crawling 13.2, 26.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in 38.3, never asked in 103.4, just a leg stretcher

06/12/21 103.3 MFT HSA Grade

PARSIMONY was not asked in his first work in a while, final time of 37.2, an ok work

06/05/21 37.2 B-FT HSA Grade

COLT FICTION (B-) working with K P SILVER BULLET (B-) - This team went five furlongs together in the early 

a.m., T. Baze aboard K P SILVER BULLET; The pair went off in 12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, neither asked in 

101.3, a decent work for both

07/17/21 101.3 B-FT HDMR GradeCOLT FICTION

COLT FICTION went extra easily in this early a.m. five furlong maintenance spin over the training track, passing the 

1/4 pole in 40.1, not asked in 106.2, just a very slow leg stretcher for the Cal-bred.

07/10/21 105.4 MFT HSA Grade

COLT FICTION never got out of a high gallop in this early a.m. half-mile maintenance spin, never turned loose in 

53.4, just a very slow, easy leg stretcher for the sharp Cal-bred.

07/03/21 53.4 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

COLT FICTION went easily in this five furlong early a.m. maintenance spin, we had the final 1/2 of this work, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 26.4, not asked in 52.3, just a leg stretcher. We cannot verify the Official time

06/05/21 105.3 MFT HSA GradeCOLT FICTION
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COLT FICTION went slowly throughout his early a.m. half-mile maintenance spin, fractions of 13.4, 27.0, not asked in 

53.3, just a leg stretcher

05/22/21 53.3 MFT HSA GradeCOLT FICTION

FASHIONABLY FAST went well in this half-mile move, never asked in 47.4, a good work this week for the venerable 

Cal-bred

07/11/21 47.4 BFT HSA GradeFASHIONABLY FAST

FASHIONABLY FAST had Tiago aboard for this five furlong move, fractions of 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, not 

asked in 100.4, a decent work

07/04/21 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

FASHIONABLY FAST went a half-mile in this fairly easy work, splits of 12.0, 24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.0, not 

asked much in 48.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.0, a decent move for the classy Cal-bred

06/27/21 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FASHIONABLY FAST had Tiago aboard for this half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 23.4. not asked in 47.4, a good work 

up to the Thor's Echo.

06/06/21 47.4 BFT HSA GradeFASHIONABLY FAST

FASHIONABLY FAST went off from the 5/8 pole, starting seven lengths behind DOZO, six lengths behind WORDLY 

SERMON and WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE, splits of 12.1, 23.3, four lengths behind passing the 1/4 pole in 35.1, 

coming wide into the stretch, finishing very well under light asking, finishing even with the Lerner trained 

LOVEHERHEART (who started 30+ lengths in front) and 1/2 length in front of WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE in 59.1, 

a very good work for the venerable Cal-bred.

05/30/21 59.1 B+FT HSA Grade

FASHIONABLY FAST had Tiago aboard for this good five furlong work, fractions of 12.3, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 37.1, up a bit early in 101.1, final 1/4 in 24.0, a good work

05/23/21 101.1 BFT HSA Grade

FASHIONABLY FAST had Tiago aboard for this decent half-mile move, going off in 12.1, not asked in 49.0, not a bad 

work for the venerable Cal-bred

05/16/21 49.0 B-FT HSA Grade

FASHIONABLY FAST had Tiago aboard for this good half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 24.2, not asked in 48.4, a nice 

work

05/09/21 48.4 BFT HSA Grade

9th Race 1 1/16 Miles Turf

DESMOND DOSS wore a Figure 8 or this extra easy half-mile maintenance spin over the training track, splits of 12.4, 

25.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, geared down in the stretch, up in 104.0, just a leg stretcher for the classy Cal-bred

07/12/21 103.4 MFT HSA GradeDESMOND DOSS

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

DESMOND DOSS went easily in this five furlong maintenance spin over the training track, splits of 13.0, 25.4, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 38.1, not asked in 103.3, just a leg stretcher

06/17/21 103.2 MFT HSA GradeDESMOND DOSS

WOUND TIGHT went fairly easily throughout this five furlong maintenance spin over the Del Mar grass course with 

the dogs up, not asked a whole lot late in 103.1, just a leg stretcher

07/18/21 103.2 MFM H DMR GradeWOUND TIGHT

WOUND TIGHT did not impress in this six furlong drill, going off in 38.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 51.0, urged in the 

stretch, up in 116.1, another disappointing, unimpressive work

07/10/21 116.1 CFT HSA Grade
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WOUND TIGHT went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 3/8 of this work, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2, lightly 

urged in the stretch, up in 37.2, a so-so work. We cannot verify the slow Official time.

07/02/21 103.3 C+FT HSA GradeWOUND TIGHT

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

WOUND TIGHT (B-) working with RIDING WITH DINO (C-) - this team went together from the 5/8 pole, WOUND 

TIGHT starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 36.4, WOUND TIGHT was never asked, 

opening up big in 101.4, a decent work RIDING WITH DINO was urged, falling far, far back in 103.0, not good at all.

06/10/21 101.4 B-FT HSA GradeWOUND TIGHT

WOUND TIGHT really regressed in this six furlong comeback work, we had the final half of the work, crossing 

midstretch in 38.3, drifting out noticeably while asked, tiring badly in 52.0, not a good work. We cannot verify the 

Official time.

06/03/21 116.4 CFT HSA Grade

WOUND TIGHT was not asked int his five furlong comeback work, opening 1/4 in 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.1. 

not asked in 101.4, a decent work

05/29/21 101.4 B-FT HSA Grade

WOUND TIGHT was never let run in this slow half-mile spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, not asked at all in 51.0, an 

ok work as he could have gone much faster if let run

05/21/21 51.0 B-FT HSA Grade

WOUND TIGHT went a half-mile over the training track, we had the final 3/8 of this work, passing the 1/4 pole in 

12.4, not asked in 37.4, an ok work. We cannot verify the Official time

05/13/21 52.0 B-FT HSA Grade

UNBRIDLED ETHOS wore blinkers for this early a.m. half-mile move, going off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, 

not asked in 49.0, a decent work

07/16/21 48.4 B-FT HDMR GradeUNBRIDLED ETHOS

UNBRIDLED ETHOS worked sans blinkers in this five furlong training track work with Gonzalez aboard, splits of 

12.4, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, not asked in the stretch, final time of 100.4, a good work for the sharp Cal-bred. 

We cannot verify the Official time

07/09/21 101.0 BFT HSA Grade

UNBRIDLED ETHOS (B) working with TALKLESSWORKMARE (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together, UNBRIDLED ETHOS going off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.0, two lengths behind 

TALKLESSWORKMORE, who had Pyfer aboard; UNBRIDLED ETHOS continued in 23.4, 35.4, 

TALKLESSWORKMORE in 11.4., 23.4, UNBRIDLED ETHOS was not asked, going by late, finishing 1 1/2 lengths 

in front in 100.1, a good work for the Cal-bred. TALKLESSWORKMORE was lightly asked, falling back in 48.0, a 

decent work, but second best.

07/02/21 100.1 BFT HSA Grade

UNBRIDLED ETHOS wore blinkers in this five furlong move, going off in 12.3, never sked a drop while kept off the 

rail in the stretch, final time of 101.4, not bad at all.

06/25/21 101.2 B-FT HSA Grade

UNBRIDLED ETHOS wore blinkers for this good half-mile work, going off in 12.2, 24.4, lightly asked, but responding 

nicely in 48.0, a good work.

06/17/21 48.0 BFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

UNBRIDLED ETHOS looked fine in this half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 24.2, not asked in 48.3, a decent work

05/29/21 48.4 B-FT HSA GradeUNBRIDLED ETHOS

NICHIREN (B) working with UNBRIDLED ETHOS (B) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, 

UNBRDILED ETHOS going off from the 1/2 mile pole, wearing blinkers, opening furlong in 12.3, he was two lengths 

in front of NICHIREN; The pair got together in the stretch, neither asked a drop, both looking good to the wire 48.4 for 

UNBRIDLED ETHOS, 35.4 for NICHIREN, getting even late, a good work for both.

05/22/21 49.4 BFT HSA Grade
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UNBRIDLED ETHOS wore blinkers for this five furlong work, splits of 24.0, 36.1. lightly asked in 100.2, a couple of 

ticks slower than given, not a bad work for the comebacking gray

05/15/21 100.0 B-FT HSA GradeUNBRIDLED ETHOS

UNBRIDLED ETHOS went off from the 5/8 pole, showing speed in 12.0, 23.3, 35.4, lightly asked in 59.4, certainly 

decent for the comebacking gray

05/08/21 59.4 B-FT HSA Grade

UNBRIDLED ETHOS is always a good workhorse, and looked fine again here, wearing blinkers, final time of 1013., 

final 1/2 in 49.0, not asked a decent work.

05/01/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

SECRET CLUB (B-) working with WEDDING CHAPEL (C+) - This duo from different barns hooked n together from 

the 5/8 pole, SECRET CLUB starting three lengths in front; WEDDING CHAPEL made up a length early in 24.3, 

SECRET CLUB in 24.4, SECRET CLUB was never asked, finishing a length in front in 101.4, receiving the slower 

time, but easily best, a decent move. WEDDING CHAPEL was urged, finsihing a length back in 101.2, a so-so drill.

07/10/21 101.4 B-FT HSA GradeSECRET CLUB

INDIAN PEAK went five furlongs over the Del Mar grass course, very washy, taking a long run to the pole while very 

headstrong, going off too quickly in 12.0, 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, he paid the price in the stretch, slowing 

badly in 102.1, not the way we like to see horses work. He wore a Figure 8 and has been gelded for his new trainer.

07/18/21 101.3 CFM H DMR GradeINDIAN PEAK

TRAFFIC STOPPER (B-) working with WARD 'N JERRY (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

WARD 'N JERRY inside; The pair went off in 24.4, neither asked in 49.1, decent for both

07/18/21 49.0 B-FT HDMR GradeWARD 'N JERRY

AUDACE (B) working with WARD 'N JERRY (B) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, WARD 'N 

JERRY starting 1 1/2 length in front; WARD 'N JERRY extended the lead passing the 1/4 pole in 25.2, AUDACE in 

25.4, they got together in the stretch, neither asked, both finsihing well, AUDACE in 49.1, WARD 'N JERRY In 49.2, a 

good work for both this week.

07/08/21 49.2 BFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

WARD 'N JERRY went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 in 37.0, not asked, finsihing well in 101.2, a decent work.

06/12/21 102.0 B-FT HSA GradeWARD 'N JERRY

EROTIC (B-) working with WARD 'N JERRY (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, WARD 'N JERRY 

starting 3/4 lengths in front of ERTIC, who wore blinkers; The pair maintained their positions in 12.3, 24.4, they were 

even passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, EROTIC was lightly niggled, appearing best in 101.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 114.2, a decent work. WARD 'N JERRY was lightly urged to stay even, just ok as we have seen better from the 

venerable Cal-bred.

06/05/21 101.1 C+FT HSA Grade

TIGRE DI SLUGO (B) working with WARD 'N JERRY (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, WARD 'N 

JERRY starting five lengths in front; TIGRE DI SLUGO made up ground early in 24.1, WARD 'N JERRY In 24.4, 

TIGRE DI SLUGO got close while a bit wide passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, WARD 'N JERRY in 37.0, TIGRE DI 

SLUGO was hand ridden, getting 1 1/2 lengths clear at the wire in 59.4, a good work, though made to do it. WARD 'N 

JERRY was not asked much in 101.0, a decent work.

05/29/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

TIGRE DI SLUGO (B-) working with WARD 'N JERRY (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, WARD 'N 

JERRY starting 1 1/2 lengths in front; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3 for TIGRE DI SLUGO, 36.4 

for WARD 'N JERRY, both horses were ridden along, finishing together, 100.2 for TIGRE DI SLUGO, 100.3 for 

WARD 'N JERRY, a bit faster than given, decent for both.

05/22/21 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade
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WARD 'N JERRY went well in this five furlong work, going off in 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, not asked in 

the stretch, striding out well to the wire in 100.3, final 1/4 in 23.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 114.0, a good 

work for the venerable Cal-bred, who will likely be seen in the San Juan next

05/15/21 100.3 BFT HSA GradeWARD 'N JERRY

WARD 'N JERRY went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 in 37.0, not asked in 101.4,

05/08/21 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

WARD 'N JERRY went easily enough in this five furlong maintenance spin, splits of 12.3, 25.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 

37.2, not asked in 102.0, just a leg stretcher

05/01/21 102.0 MFT HSA Grade

GALILEAN went fine in this five furlong work, lightly niggled late in 100.1, not bad at all for the Cal-bred comebacker

07/14/21 100.2 B-FT HDMR GradeGALILEAN

GAILEAN went off from the 5/8 pole, fractions of 12.1, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, lightly niggled in the 

stretch, up in 101.2, an ok work for the comebacking Cal-bred.

06/26/21 101.2 B-FT HSA Grade

GALILEAN took a very long run to the pole in his second half-mile work off the bench (he went close to 4 1/2 

furlongs), splits of 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing midstretch in 36.4, never asked in 49.1, a decent work.

06/19/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

GALILEAN went well in this half-mile work, splits of 11.3, 23.2, lightly urged crossing midstretch in 35.1, up in 47.2, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, a good work for the Cal-bred

06/12/21 47.2 BFT HSA Grade

MARGOT'S BOY did not look as good as usual in this five furlong work, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, urged along in 

the stretch, up in 101.0, just ok for the usually good worker

07/09/21 101.0 C+FT HSA GradeMARGOT'S BOY

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MARGOT'S BOY went six furlongs in this comeback work, going off in 25.4, 38.1, lightly urged in 115.0, an ok work.

06/18/21 115.0 B-FT HSA GradeMARGOT'S BOY

GOOD VIBES ONLY (B-) working with MARGOT'S BOY (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, 

MARGOT'S BOY going off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.3, he was five lengths in front of GOOD VIBES 

ONLY, who went off from the 1/2 mile pole, MARGOT'S BOY was never asked, finsihing a length in front at the wire 

in 101.3, a decent comeback work. GOOD VIBES ONLY was asked to get within a length in 48.1, an ok work, but 

made to do it.

06/11/21 101.3 B-FT HSA Grade

MARGOT'S BOY went off from the 5/8 pole, fractions of 12.4, 25.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.2, lightly niggled late 

in 102.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.3, a decent work

06/04/21 101.4 BFT HSA Grade

MARGOTS BOY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, crossing midstretch in 

38.2, not asked in 51.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 105.2, an ok work as he wasn’t asked to do much here

05/23/21 50.4 B-FT HSA Grade

BRANDOTHEBARTENDER did not go this fast in his half-mile Del Mar grass maintenance spin with the dogs up, 

wearing blinkers, splits of 12.4, 25.3, not asked much in 50.2, just a leg stretcher

07/18/21 49.4 MFM H DMR GradeBRANDOTHEBARTENDER
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10th Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH (B-) working with CAN FLY (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, CAN 

FLY starting two lengths in front; SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH made up a length early in 12.1, CAN FLY in 12.2, they 

were close passing the 1/4 pole, 24.1 for SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH, 24.2 for CAN FLY, SMOOTHLIKEBUTTAH was 

very lightly niggled in the stretch, up in 48.2, a decent work. CAN FLY was lightly urged tapped along in 48.4, faster 

than given, but just ok. We are not sure why the Official Clockers separated them by five lengths?

07/18/21 49.2 C+FT HDMR GradeCAN FLY

CAN FLY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, urged, drifting out late in 48.3, a so-so work

07/10/21 48.3 C+FT HSA Grade

CAN FLY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we had the final 3/8 of this work, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, crossing 

midstretch in 24.2, lightly tapped to the wire, slowing in 37.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 51.4, a so-so work. 

We cannot verify the Official time, but it appears a bit too fast

07/03/21 48.3 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAN FLY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.1, 

urged to the wire in 48.4, galloping out to the 7/8 pole in 102.2, a so-so work as he was made to do it

06/12/21 48.4 C+FT HSA GradeCAN FLY

ARTHUR SPOONER (B-) working with B'ESAME ME MUCHO (C+) - This duo from different barns came out of the 

gate together, ARTHUR SPOONER with Ellingwood up inside of B'ESAME ME MUCHO, who had T. Baze aboard; 

ARTHUR SPOONER broke well, B'ESAME ME MUCHO broke out and a bit slowly, then was on the wrong lead by 

the stands the first time before finally changing over, together in 23.1, 35.0, ARTHUR SPOONER got a length in front 

in 47.0, B'ESAME ME MUCHO lightly asked in 47.1, ARTHUR SPOONER was 2 1/2 lengths in front when up in 

59.4, a decent work for the homebred Gemologist Cal-bred gelding, who should fit ok with Cal-breds. B'ESAME ME 

MUCHO was second best in 100.1, a so-so work for the unraced four-year-old Mucho Macho Man homebred filly, who 

has been in training forever and was scratched several months ago, she appears modest.

07/19/21 100.3 C+FT HGDMR GradeB'ESAME ME MUCHO

B'ESAME ME MUCHO (C) working with MIZZEN POWER (C-) - This team of unraced horses came out of the gate 

together, MIZZEN POWER inside of B'ESAME ME MUCHO, who had T. Baze up; B'ESAME ME MUCHO broke 

well, MIZZEN POWER stood in the gate to be off very slowly, B'ESAME ME MUCHO well clear in 12.4, MIZZEN 

POWER asked to get closer in 13.3, B'ESAME ME MUCHO waited on her workmate to get closer in 25.2, then 

together in 38.0, MIZZEN POWER niggled in 25.3, 38.0, MIZZEN POWER put his head in front passing the 1/4 pole 

in 50.4, then B'ESAME ME MUCHO pulled clear again, crossing midstretch in 104.1, MIZZEN POWER urged, falling 

back in 104.4, up there, not impressive at all or the unraced Cal-bred three-year-old, homebred Mizzen Mast colt, who 

needs to learn how to break better. B'ESAME ME MUCHO was lightly niggled to the wire in 117.0, best, but not good 

for the unraced, homebred four-year-old Mucho Macho Man filly, who has been Vet scratched a couple of times and 

needs bottom level maiden claimers.

07/10/21 116.4 CFT HGSA Grade

B'ESAME ME MUCHO looked a bit better this week, splits of 12.4, 25.1, 37.3, crossing midstretch in 50.0, not asked 

in 102.1, finishing ok, an ok work for the older, unraced maiden claiming filly.

06/14/21 102.1 C+FT HSA Grade

B'ESAME ME MUCHO went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening 1/4 in 24.2 not asked, but looking all that great in 

49.1, galloping out without much energy down to the 7/8 pole in 104.0, a so-so work.

06/05/21 49.1 C+FT HSA Grade

B'ESAME ME MUCHO did not impress in this solo five furlong work, niggled when the gates opened, splits of 12.3, 

24.2, hand ridden in 36.0, asked along around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 48.3, hand ridden through the stretch, 

slowing noticeably, up in 102.0, galloping out to the wire in 116.4, not a good work for the unraced homebred four-year-

old Mucho Macho Man filly, who needs soft maiden claimers

05/13/21 102.0 CFT HGSA Grade
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B'ESAME ME MUCHO came out of the gate solo, showing no speed in 13.1, 25.2, 37.1, lightly urged and tapped 

lightly a couple of times, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.3, up at the 1/8 pole in 102.4, two seconds slower than given, 

galloping out to the wire in 117.2, a so-so work at best for the unraced, older homebred Mucho Macho Man filly, who 

needs bottom level maiden claimers. Not sure where the Official clockers got this time from???

05/02/21 100.4 C+FT HGSA GradeB'ESAME ME MUCHO

CAMEO SHORES worked early in the a.m., going off in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, up in 47.2, a decent work.

07/17/21 47.2 B-FT HDMR GradeCAMEO SHORES

CAMEO SHORES looked a bit better than usual in this half-mile work, crossing midstretch in 36.1, lightly urged, but 

showing some response in 48.3 an ok work

07/02/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAMEO SHORES had Maldonado aboard for this easy half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 24.4. not asked in 49.2, a decent 

work

06/11/21 49.2 B-FT HSA GradeCAMEO SHORES

ROWANGOESHOLLYWOOD came out of the gate solo, breaking fine, fractions of 12.2, 24.3, 36.4, passing the 1/4 

pole in 49.2, lightly urged when up in 102.0, a bit slower than given, galloping out to the wire in 116.1, just ok.

07/04/21 101.2 C+FT HGSA GradeROWANGOESHOLLYWOOD

ROWANGOESHOLLYWOOD went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, lightly 

niggled to deep stretch, hand ridden the final part, up in 102.2, slowing a bit near the wire, a so-so work

06/10/21 102.2 C+FT HSA Grade

ROWANGOESHOLLYWOOD looked just ok in this half-mile work, going off in 12.2. lightly urged in 49.1. not 

overly impressive

05/30/21 49.1 C+FT HSA Grade

BIG WELL (B-) working with SIENA STAR (C) - This team worked early in the a.m., SIENA STAR inside; The were 

together passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, BIG WELL was going very easily, pulling well clear in 103.0, an ok work, better 

than the time would indicate for the maiden claimer, who can improve with a drop in class. SIENA STAR was urged, 

falling back in 103.4. not good once again.

07/09/21 103.4 CFT HSA GradeSIENA SILK

MASHHAD FLATS (C+) working with SIENA SILK (C+) - This team worked early in the a.m., neither doing much in 

52.1, hard to make anything out of this.

07/01/21 52.2 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

KATTATH (B-) working with SIENA SILK (C-) - This team worked early in the a.m. SIENA SILK starting one length 

in front; The pair were even early, splits of 24.0, 36.1 for KATTATH, 24.1, 36.2 for SIENA SILK, KATTATH was not 

asked, drawing well clear in 100.4, a decent work. SIENA SILK was urged, falling far back in 102.2, pass for sure.

06/05/21 102.2 C-FT HSA GradeSIENA SILK

KATTATH (B-) working with SIENA SILK (C+) - This team came out of the gate together, SIENA SILK with 

McCarthy up inside of KATTATH, who had Ellingwood aboard; The pair broke well, together in 12.3, 24.2, 36.1, 

KATTATH edged a length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 48.1, SIENA SILK in 48.2, KATTATH was not asked, best 

of the duo in 100.4, a decent move. SIENA SILK was lightly asked in 101.0, so-so at best.

05/28/21 100.3 C+FT HGSA Grade

KATTATH (B-) working with SIENA SILK (C+) - This team worked early in the a.m., SIENA SILK starting a length 

in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.3, 25.0, 37.2, KATTATH got even passing the 1/4 pole in 49.4, 

SIENA SILK in 50.0, KATTATH was not asked in the stretch, appearing best in 115.3, a decent move. SIENA SILK 

was urged, second best in115.4, a so-so drill per usual.

05/20/21 115.4 C+FT HSA Grade
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KATTATH (C+), PHILLY CHEESE (C+) and SIENA SILK (C+) working together - This trio went five furlongs 

together, we had the final 1/2 of this work, SIENA SILK inside, PHILLY CHEESE between horses with KATTATH 

outside; The passed the 1/4 pole in 24.0, none of the three were urged, but all appeared to be slowing a bit late in 49.2, 

PHILLY CHEESE a neck back between horses at the wire, just ok for all three this week.

05/13/21 101.1 C+FT HSA GradeSIENA SILK

KATTATH (B-) working with SIENA SILK (C-) - This team worked early in the a.m., KATTATH inside; The pair 

went off in 12.1, 24.2, 36.1, KATTATH was never asked, opening up in 101.1, much best, a decent work. SIENA SILK 

was urged, falling well back in 102.2, nothing left at the wire, not good at all.

05/06/21 102.2 C-FT HSA Grade

GOLDEN HALO (C+) working with TWIRLY GIRL (C+) - This team went together from the 3/8 pole, TWIRLY 

GIRL wore blinkers and had T. Baze up inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 11.4, they were both very lightly niggled 

to the wire in 36.1, GOLDEN HALO up there, just ok for the $50K unraced four-year-old Verrazano filly, in her first 

work, we will see how she progresses. TWIRLY GIRL went on solo, urged and tapped down to the 7/8 pole in 49.0, 

still being lightly asked when up at the 3/4 pole in a much slower than given in 102.2, galloping out to the 5/8 pole in 

119.0, so-so at very best for her. We have no idea where the Official Clocker's came up with this time?

07/19/21 101.0 C+FT HDMR GradeTWIRLY GIRL

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TWIRLY GIRL (C+) working with WAR MAIDEN (C+) - This team went a half-mile together, WAR MAIDEN 

inside; The pair went off in 24.0, both horses were fairly hard urged, doing their best in 48.3, neither particularly 

impressive.

06/20/21 48.3 C+FT HSA GradeTWIRLY GIRL

TWIRLY GIRL (C) working with SUGAR MOON (D+) - This team went together in this early a.m. five furlong work, 

SUGAR MOON starting two lengths in front; TWIRLY GIRL came through inside to get even in 24.2, SUGAR 

MOON in 24.4, TWIRLY GIRL pulled a length clear passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, SUGAR MOON in 37.3, TWIRLY 

GIRL fell apart while pulling well clear in 103.1, much best, but not good. SUGAR MOON was hard urged, falling 

apart in 104.0, a terrible drill.

06/07/21 103.2 CFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEE YOU AT THE TOP looked terrible in this five furlong drill, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, urged, falling apart late 

in 103.1, pass on this one

06/26/21 103.1 CFT HSA GradeSEE YOU AT THE TOP

SEE YOU AT THE TOP went very slowly throughout this six furlong work, going off in 26.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 

52.2, urged along in 118.2, a terrible work

06/19/21 118.2 C-FT HSA Grade

SEE YOU AT THE TOP looked terrible in this five furlong frill, opening 3/8 in 36.0, urged, getting out badly in the 

stretch, slowing to a walk in 103.1, final 1/4 in 27.1, pass for sure

06/11/21 103.1 D+FT HSA Grade

KIND BUT SHE LIES slowed in this half-mile work, going off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing 

midstretch in 37.2, very lightly niggled to the wire in 50.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 105.0, just ok as she 

was slowing.

07/02/21 50.2 C+FT HSA GradeKIND BUT SHE LIES

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

KIND BUT SHE LIES worked during a very busy time in the a.m., not wearing her usual blinkers, breaking off five 

lengths behind the separate Miller trained team of LAUREN SQUARED and LAUREL CANYON and two lengths 

behind the Yakteen trained NEW DRAMA, and in front of an unknown Mulhall trainee in blinkers; KIND BUT SHE 

LIES passed the 1/4 pole in 24.3, well off the rail, not asked, finishing two lengths behind LAUREL CANYON in 49.1, 

an ok work.

06/06/21 49.2 B-FT HSA GradeKIND BUT SHE LIES
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RIDING WITH DINO (B-), ABHITA (C+) and DYNAMITE QUEEN (C+) working together - This trio from different 

barns came out of the gate together, RIDING WITH DINO inside, DYNAMITE QUEEN wearing blinkers (new) 

between horses with ABHITA outside; RIDING WITH DINO was always best, a length in front in 12.3, 24.1 

DYNAMITE QUEEN 1/2 length up on ABHITA in 12.4, 24.2, RIDING WITH DINO was two lengths clear in 35.4, 

ABHITA and DYNAMITE QUEEN in 36.1, RIDING WITH DINO went a full half-mile, leaning out while three 

lengths clear when up in 48.3, DYNAMITE QUEEN not asked, ABHITA lightly asked, three lengths back in 49.1, both 

slower than given, DYNAMITE QUEEN galloped out in front, none of the three switching leads, a decent work for 

RIDING WITH DINO, just ok for DYNAMITE QUEEN and ABHITA, who is an unraced two-year-old Clubhouse 

Ride two-year-old working with older horses.

07/08/21 48.3 C+FT HGSA GradeDYNAMITE QUEEN

DYNAMITE QUEEN went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, opening 1/4 in 24.2, lightly urged and tapped a few 

times crossing the wire in 48.3, the rider stayed down and continued to lightly ask and tap her down to the 7/8 pole in 

101.3, an ok work

06/25/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

DYNAMITE QUEEN (B-) working with JAZZ STORY (D) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, JAZZ 

STORY starting seven lengths in front; DYNAMITE QUEEN made up ground right away in 23.2, JAZZ STORY in 

24.1, DYNAMITE QUEEN was lightly urged in 100.4, pulling well clear late, a decent work. JAZZ STORY was 

passed under urging then eased up late in 104.2, pass for sure.

06/17/21 100.4 B-FT HSA Grade

DYNAMITE QUEEN wore blinkers for her much faster than given five furlong work, splits of 12.1, 24.0, passing the 

1/4 pole in 36.1, drifting in while urged through the stretch, receiving a few whips, doing her best in 101.0, just ok.

06/03/21 102.1 C+FT HSA Grade

DYNAMITE QUEEN (C+), REVISIONIST (C) and UNUSUAL RIDE (C-) working together - This trio went together 

from the 5/8 pole, REVISIONIST and UNUSUAL RIDE starting three lengths in front of DYNAMITE QUEEN; The 

threesome maintained their positions with DYNAMITE QUEEN getting plastered with dirt, passing the 1/4 pole in 

37.1, DYNAMITE QUEEN came out in the stretch, hard urged to run by her rivals and draw two lengths clear of 

REVISIONIST in 101.1, doing her best, just ok. REVISIONIST was pushed along in 102.1, not impressive. 

UNUSUAL RIDE was hard urged, falling far back in 102.4, pass for sure.

05/14/21 101.1 C+FT HSA Grade

ABHITA (B-), WARREN'S SHOWGIRL (B-) working DYNAMITE QUEEN (C+) working together - This trio went 

together from the 1/2 mile pole, we had the final 1/4 of this work, ABHITA inside, WARREN'S SHOWGIRL outside 

of her with DYNAMITE QUEEN three lengths back; ABHITA and WARREN'S SHOWGIRL were not asked at all, 

finishing a length up in 24.4, a decent work for the unraced two-year-old homebred Clubhouse Ride fillies, who are 

worth following. DYNAMITE QUEEN was urged, finishing a length back in 24.2, just ok as she was doing her best 

and couldn’t catch her younger mates.

05/08/21 49.0 C+FT HSA Grade
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